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Abstract

"Taking Stock: A study of the current problems of archaeological storage" concentrates on the
recent theory and practice applied to the preservation of the archaeological archive. It
explores the future role of the archive as a whole, now available storage space is becoming
limited, and the practice of archaeology more competitive. The working relationship between
archaeological units and museums is also analysed, showing their differing attitudes to
archaeological finds. Survey results illustrated the difficulty of implementing guidelines when
financial constraints and lack of communication between archaeologists and curators are
frequent problems.
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Preface.

"Few people looking at ... an object in the

glass case of the museum, realise what it cost to

get it there." (Ceram, C.W, p.264.) Leonard

Woolley, a pioneering archaeologist at the beginning

of this century, thus encapsulated one of the

continuing paradoxes of archaeology. The cost in

expertise, time and money of taking the artefact

from the earth and thence to the museum is often out

of proportion to the object's financial worth. An

object residing in a glass case cannot begin to

suggest to the visitor the effort involved in making

its presence in the museum possible. The cost of

the artefact rises as it is worked upon by the site

assistant, finds specialist, conservator,

illustrator, curator and all the other

archaeologists concerned with the information that

it can convey. As the remark was made in reference

to a gold-plated harp from Ur, Woolley was just as

likely to have been referring to the mental and

physical effort surrounding its excavation as to its

financial cost. This study aims to focus on these

various aspects of the "cost" inherent in the

archive's transition from archaeological unit to the

museum, in present day Britain.



1. Introduction.

1.1. A Brief Background.

1992 saw the publication of three important

texts on the subject of archaeological collections;

theoretical guidelines from the Society of

Antiquaries, guidelines with a strong practical

content from the Society of Museum Archaeologists,

and finally the Museums and Galleries Commission

(MGC hereafter) published the booklet "Standards in

the Museum Care of Archaeological Collections 1992."

The MGC's newsletter attributes the recent drive for

comprehensive guidelines on proper storage

conditions and conservation methods to "the urgency

of caring for the growing quantities of unstable

excavated finds." ("Conservation Update, Spring

1993".)

Certainly the publications reflect the growing

concern of those working in archaeology, whether in

the field or in the museum, that what Dr. Longworth

terms the "explosion" of recent archaeological

activity is putting the post-excavation work at the

end of the scale under considerable pressure. The

main problem is simply that if archaeological



excavation continues at its present intensity and

there is no corresponding growth in the storage

capabilities of museums, the already overcrowded

museums will either house excavation archives in

most unsuitable buildings, or will reach saturation

point. The consequence of this would be that

museums would have to refuse new archives, leaving

developers and units in an awkward predicament and

condemning the museum's display collections to

getting slowly out of date.

There are alternative answers to the problem of

overcrowding, and perhaps the most persuasive

current argument backed by the Society of Museum

Archaeologists and to a lesser extent by the Society

of Antiquaries, is for a more rigorous selection

procedure before the museum accessions the archive.

Some museums may already practice some discarding of

material before accessioning, but others can be

firmly against such measures from an equally strong

theoretical standpoint.

Publication and storage of the archaeological

archive are seen as particularly pressurised areas

by the above professional groups, and yet the

situation is not new. In 1973 an article in "Rescue

News" expressed concern that finds in general were

not receiving sufficient conservation or laboratory

investigation, consequently reaching such a state of



decay that they represented a loss to the

archaeological record. (Leigh, 1973.) 1975 saw the

publication of the Frere report, which concentrated

on the need to reform publication to hasten the

availability of excavation reports. Its fundamental

ideas about the curation of archaeological archives

were expanded upon in the Dimbleby report of 1978,

"The Scientific Treatment of Material from Rescue

Excavations." The basic philosophy behind the

recommendations, although excellent, was in reality

unlikely to become adopted by any but the most

idealistic of archaeologists. The problems that now

present themselves have been forming for several

decades, particularly since the 1970's and the

escalation of rescue archaeology due to the

increased destruction of urban and green-field sites

for houses, shopping centres and roads. The

advances in archaeological method and techniques

since the 1960' s have vastly increased the amount of

material recovered during each excavation, most
>

evident when comparing modern excavation archives

with those formed in the early decades of this

century. Archaeological sciences such as the

examination of soil samples or the more expensive

radio-carbon dating , all increase the amount of

material taken from the excavation site which then

need to be stored in a correct environment.



Advances in understanding in conservation

particularly in relation to the individual needs of

the artefacts all contribute to the rising cost of

archaeology, at the same time as building up our

understanding of the past. And yet in 1988,

conservators of the United Kingdom Institute of

Conservators wrote of quality and provision in the

area of conservation that "despite certain advances

(particularly in training provision), progress has

been painfully slow." ("Provision for Archaeological

Conservation in England and Wales: A Review." p.l,

1988, UKIC.) The knowledge is available to conserve

and store the archive correctly, but in many cases

this is not being performed to adequate standards.

The main problem is that, as in medicine, the

scientific advances in archaeology are expensive,

and government money cannot or will not cover the

cost.

1.2. The Aims of the Study.

The purpose of this study "Taking Stock: A

Study of the Problems of Archaeological Storage" was to

examine the relationships between the archaeological

unit, the museum and the archive, in the light of

the problems described briefly above. This

necessitated including analysis of the current modes

of thought and practice in relation to the archive,



and a specific geographical area was studied as an

example to indicate what treatment a British

artefact might receive. The area studied was Wales

and the Welsh Marches, the latter region including

Cheshire, Shropshire, and the counties of Hereford

and Worcester. The approach was intended to show

how the country's archaeological heritage was being

cared for, and secondly, to a lesser extent, to what

use it was being put to justify its retention when

the problems of diminishing storage capabilities are

becoming so acute. In essence, the aim of the study

was to show the "path" of the archaeological

artefact from source to storage in a museum context,

concentrating on the transition from unit to museum.

To gather this information, enquiry was made by
(Append, x (J

questionnaire,/ interviews, museum visits and
A

consulting reports and other documents material to

the subject. Two different questionnaires were

drawn up to be sent to field archaeology units and

to museums in November of 1992; most replies were

returned in January 1993 and in nine instances these

were followed up by interviews at museums and

archaeology units. Three other interviews were

conducted by telephone and informal museum visits

were made. In addition, private museum surveys on

local collections and provision for conservation

were kindly made available by their authors.



1.3. The Artefact.

Over the last three decades in particular, the

practice of archaeology has moved away from largely

being the province of the university researcher or

interested amateur, to become a subject that

straddles three disciplines; science, the arts and

business. The old argument over whether the study

of archaeology is a science or an art seems to have

been resolved in favour of both options, and for the

practising archaeologist business is now an equally

important part of the proceedings. All three

disciplines affect one of the results of excavation;

the artefact. From the moment of its unearthing to

its eventual deposition and perhaps display at a

museum, all three factors come into consideration as

field workers and museum curators decide what will

survive as worthy of storage.

The excavated archaeological object has little

legal status and still less protection. It is

arguable that the item is at its most safe when left

in its undisturbed context, especially if the area

is a scheduled or ancient monument and is therefore

protected by law from random destruction. Both in

and out of the ground the artefact in law belongs



to the landowner, as if "... archaeological finds

like serfs are inalienable from the lands from

which they spring." ("To preserve the past is to

safeguard the future", I.Longworth, 1984.)

Excavation destroys the archaeological context and

releases a body of material that needs to be housed

in a controlled environment similar in temperature

and humidity to that from whence it came. Although

the landowner is entitled to claim the

archaeological artefacts from an excavation on his

land, few are prepared for the cost and

responsibility entailed in housing the whole

archive. Consequently over the past decades some

archives have been left with the excavating unit, be

they amateur or professional, or have been given on

loan to local museums and not reclaimed. In all

areas of the archaeological profession, artefacts

with aesthetic merit or monetary value inevitably

attract more attention than common, repetitive items

such as ceramic body sherds, especially when

requiring display and conservation. Landowners may

wish to keep prestigious items and expect museums to

house the remainder, but in the current climate this

is discouraged by most museums in a position to do

so.

Many problems can be averted by the

pre-excavation liaison of owner/developer, the



archaeological unit and the recipient museum. This

is a common but not yet standard practice. The

Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission (English

Heritage) considers this to be one of the

responsibilities of the unit, and states that the

agreement should also "encompass the institution's

provision of suitable storage accommodation and

equipment, the on-site recording system to be

adopted by the unit and the way in which the finds

and samples should be conserved and packed by the

unit prior to receipt by the institution."

("Eligibility Criteria for the Grant Aided Storage

of Excavation Archives." MGC, p.2.) This study shows

that such arrangements are reached,in a far less

systematic way that is not so acceptable to

conservators.

Chance finds and the results of metal-detecting

apart, the archaeological archive as the "product"

of excavation has an academically ambiguous

position. The question over whether the principle

product of excavation should be publication or the

creation of an archive for future generations to

consult has not yet been resolved. The general

modern principle is to publish interim reports and

deposit a fully documented archive with a

responsible museum, but in the area surveyed this

was not carried out to the best possible standards.



The failure of some units to publish the results of

the excavation has left many museums with backlogs

of undocumented collections; several archaeologists

who in the past have excavated in Hereford and

Worcester seem to have had the ability to excavate

important sites, prolific in artefacts, and walk

away from the task of writing the report. The

collections of artefacts, with little or no

documentation, have been left with the unit or

deposited with museums, usually in an unconserved

state. This was a particular feature of 1970's

excavation in the geographical area studied, and the

problems generated are still affecting the museums.

It was compounded by the attitude amongst some

archaeologists that once excavated to solve a

theoretical problem, the artefacts had little

purpose. One archaeologist who had spent most of

his working life undertaking research excavations

said whilst being interviewed, that he did not

understand the museums ethos of setting out objects

to be stared at by the general public, or how

museums find use for unstratified material. ( This

archaeologist was now in a museum post.) This view

of artefacts as refuse from a completed experiment

may be responsible for the fact that some archives

remain with the excavators. Conversely, this may

also be because no suitable museum was found or



displayed an interest in the material. The

relationship between museums and units has often

been severely inadequate, and both parties have been

neglectful of the physical evidence of our

archaeological heritage. If an archive was lodged

with a museum, the treatment that it received in the

past decades may have been little better than it

experienced at the archaeological unit. In the

1990's, museum provision for storage is under

considerable pressure, but the pressure has provoked

discussion and this has already had beneficial

effects.



2.0 . Laws and reports affecting the

archaeological heritage.

2.1 Problems of ownership.

Although government legislation can ultimately

affect the treatment of the archaeological archive,

the law has not been swift to catch up with the

advances in archaeological science. It sees items

in the excavation archive as individual portable

antiquities; the "archive" does not exist as a legal

entity. This interpretation stems from two basic

ideas enshrined in law; first that artefacts belong

to the person on whose land they are found, but

secondly, not always in the case of objects with a

high content of gold or silver. Such artefacts, if

it can be ascertained that they had been

deliberately hidden with a view to recovery by their

original owner, become on discovery "Treasure Trove"

and the property of the Crown and must be reported.

This means in practical terms that if the material

is declared Treasure Trove, it is offered to the

British Museum, or in Wales to the National Museum

and the finder, not the landowner, compensated to

the market value of the artefacts. This has become

established practice even though there is no legal

requirement for such compensation. If the British



Museum does not want the items, they can be offered

to other museums. Gold or silver artefacts not

considered to be Treasure Trove belong to the finder

if they have been uncovered with the landowner's

permission, though not if they are found on a

scheduled ancient monument or in an "Area of

Archaeological Importance". Items made of lesser

materials presumably belong to the finder or

landowner.

The law of Treasure Trove has its origins in

Mediaeval times and is not suited to the

complications of modern archaeological

interpretation, where the very word "treasure" is an

anomaly. Nor does it act in the best interests of

the artefacts. For some years there has been

pressure upon the government to update and amend the

law, but so far with little appreciable result,

though at present a bill to this purpose is being

introduced to the House of Lords.

As a consequence of the law that non- Treasure

Trove artefacts belong to the landowner, the owner

of the site is legally free to sell the artefacts

that make up the excavation archive. This has

happened in many instances across the country, with

the valuable items being separated from the rest of

the archive and sold on the open market. Even in

such instances, site owners may still expect the



local museum to be willing to accept the remainder.

This can sometimes be averted if amicable

arrangements for the archive are made before

excavations start, and made legally binding. The

only real bargaining tool that museums have is to

refuse to accept an incomplete archive, thus

threatening to leave quantities of apparently

unexceptional material with the landowner. Finding

items of value is not a frequent occurrence for most

field archaeologists, and this type of problem may

take them by surprise because of its lack of

frequency. Legally binding agreements drawn up

before work commences might mean that more

displayable artefacts end up in the museums rather

than in the auction houses, but archaeologists are

not always in a position to fight landowners on the

issue, as they must always be wary of losing the

work and acquiring a bad name with developers.

2.2 The Ancient Monuments Areas Act.

Until 1979 the only effective legislation that

applied to archaeology had been that of Treasure

Trove, but in that year the "Ancient Monuments Areas

Act" was passed, with at least three important

repercussions for the archaeological archive. One

of these was that ancient monuments and scheduled

ancient monuments were protected from the attentions



of metal detector users and other types of

destruction, with fines in operation. Permission

also had to be gained well in advance for any work

to be done on such recognised monuments that would

affect their character, for instance, the digging of

drainage ditches or the building of a ticket office.

One effect of the law has been to push respectable

detector users onto undesignated lands and in some

instances this has led to discovery of new sites.

This happened in Worcestershire in the summer of

1993, when an important hoard of Celtic iron age

coins was found by a metal detector user. The site

was then excavated by the county unit to prevent

further unrecorded harm to the archaeology, and this

produced more artefacts and information. Being

Treasure Trove, the hoard may not necessarily remain

in Worcester, but the other results of the

excavation have added to the slender knowledge of

the Iron Age in the area and can be put to good use

in the local museums. In Shrewsbury Borough, good

relationships between the curator and metal detector

users will ultimately benefit the collections, as

some detector enthusiasts have left artefacts in

their wills to the museum, and have done work that

has led to sites being scheduled. It must be

remembered that such people are not required by



English law to declare any finds they might make,

except those that might constitute Treasure Trove.

From the museum's point of view, a major

feature of the act was that it provided grant-aided

funding for specified projects, administered by the

Department of the Environment, and then by English

Heritage when the act was amended in 1983 by the

"National Heritage Act" that set English Heritage

up. The payment that authorised museums received

for the storage of the archaeological archive was

given in terms of cubic metres; in 1981 it stood at

£7.00 per unit of 0.017 cubic metres, rising to

£7.35 in 1984-5, and in 1993 it stands at just over
V

£11.00. The payment is given once only. As the

figure 0.017 metres cubed is derived from the

standard size storage box as used by what is now

English Heritage's Central Excavation Unit, the

system is now known simply as "box grants", but the

payments are intended to contribute towards the cost

of housing the complete archive. This presumably

includes the cost of packaging in non-pollutant

materials, provision of storage space and racking, a

controlled environment in terms of temperature and

RH, and the curator's time. When these are taken

into consideration, it becomes evident that the

funds can only contribute to the overall cost and

that the museum must provide its own money to make



up the short fall. Of the museums contacted by the

survey that were eligible for the grants, just 50%

felt that the money was sufficient for the needs of

the archive. Another stated that, as yet, it was

impossible to determine an answer. If the museums

were to operate to the best standards of storage,

the process could get even more expensive.

The funds are only available to the products of

an English Heritage financed or part-financed
m

excavation. For English Heritage to finance such

work, it must come into the category of a rescue

excavation of national importance; this now seems a

rather simplistic definition. One result of

English Heritage's 'stepping in' to assist this type

of field work is that it becomes required to grant

assist the storage of the archive in the museum.

English Heritage's narrow approach to funding

projects is to change: G.J. Wainwright in his

preface to "Exploring Our Past - Strategies for the

Archaeology of England " (EH, 1991) wrote that the

document "...had been prepared at the request of our

statutory advisory committee...who asked also that

when the strategy had been agreed that English

Heritage should take a more proactive role in the

future choice of field projects and actively

commission those that will implement the strategy

contained in the plan." The archive in the

IS



intermediary stage of post-excavation work, is less

protected. During 1992/3, an excavation took place

in the Welsh Marches in preparation for a new

building on Church land. When the cost of the work

rose, partly due to the excavators finding far more

than the landowners' consultant archaeologists had

indicated might be underground, the landowners

decided that they could no longer afford the

post-excavation costs at that time. They and

English Heritage came to an arrangement to postpone

full post-excavation analysis for four years, with

an interim report being produced, and in the

meantime the archive is to go into storage. This

plan, backed by English Heritage, for the results of

an excavation deemed of "national importance" meant

that large quantities of human bone have been stored

in adverse conditions in the developers' garages,

one of which leaks. Their whereabouts were not

immediately declared to the excavators. It becomes

highly unlikely that the excavators will be the

archaeologists writing the full report. This

apparently goes against the spirit of the

recommended procedure in English Heritage's'

"Management of Archaeological Projects 2". However,

another English Heritage publication, "Exploring Our

Past; Strategies for the Archaeology of England"

17



(1991) puts English Heritage's position more

clearly;

"In the view of English Heritage,

responsibility for producing a published record of

archaeological deposits which are unavoidably

threatened by development and which cannot be

preserved 'in situ' lies with the developer, whether

the work is taking place in the public or private

sector. That responsibility should include the

processing and primary research necessary for

preservation. It should include the analysis and

investigative conservation of material directly

relevant to the interpretation of the chronology,

economy, organisation and environment of the site,

and the ordering of other classes of data."

(Exploring Our Past, p.33.)

This explains the complication at the church

site, for, according to the above extract, artefacts

may get partially studied and documented with money

provided by the developer, but proper preventative

conservation systems and suitable storage are not

demanded of the developer before the archive is

lodged with a museum. The developer's

responsibility for the archive ends with the

publication of the report. The storage of the

archive before deposition with a museum is an area

of major importance overlooked by the documents



produced by English Heritage, and this period, as

the above case shows, may not be a matter of months

or a couple of years, but anything over six years

once the time taken over the final report is added.

This crisis is the product of lack of money and,

very often, the result of ignorance. It is an area

where English Heritage is legally powerless to

enforce good practice, which might account for its

silence on the matter. Since this chapter was

first written, an English Heritage inspector

monitoring the limited post-excavation work has

taken exception to the developers' mode of storage,

and has encouraged those concerned to deposit the

material with the County Museum. Although this is

an extremely positive step, it is still disturbing

that storage of such matter does not seem to have

been adequately discussed before, during or after

the excavation. The City Museum was the original

choice of the developer to house the bone from the

excavation, but the museum quite correctly refused

to accept an incomplete archive, and as the

developer wished to retain interesting artefacts

(and valuable items in particular), the matter

stood at impasse. The archaeologists considered the

use of the County Museum's newly built stores, but

until the visit of the English Heritage inspector



nothing could be done. Both museums are recognised

for storage of grant-aided archives by the MGC.

Once in the museum, the archive is entitled to

a grant from English Heritage for its upkeep,

providing that certain standards of storage are

practised. It has been argued that the grants to

recognised museums by English Heritage to maintain

the archives have led to unequal provision for

archaeology collections across the country. In the

Welsh Marches the museums appear to be adequately

distributed, but this is of limited use as even the

storage areas of these are almost full.

The pamphlet "Eligibility Criteria for the

Grant -Aided Storage of Excavation Archives" was

issued by the MGC in January 1986, and was designed

to be read with the 1981 DoE "Advisory Note 31".

The MGC document states categorically that the

proper repository for the archive is a museum. It

then adds that not all museums are capable of the

responsibility of handling and storing specialist,

often unstable archaeological material. Because of

this, museums have to meet standards expressed in

the MGC document before they become eligible for

grant-aid through the scheme. As Susan Pearce has

noted, the standards to which such museums are

expected to operate, although regarded by the

document as a minimum, are actually "more exclusive



and generally tougher" than the requirements of the

museum registration scheme produced two years later.

("Archaeological Curatorship", 1990, p.100.)

To gain the status of a museum entitled to

receive grant-aid for storage, the museum must be

assessed and recommended by its Area Museums

Council. This system of recommendation may be the

flaw of an otherwise sensible scheme, as there seems

to be a disparity between the standards of accepted

museums even though the guidelines are clear and

uncompromising. The MGC can also call in other

organisations or individuals to do the assessment

instead of the Area Museums Council. Once

registered, the museum will have its standards

reviewed after three years and thereafter during

five-year intervals. Failure to meet standards over

this period of time will lead to the museum's loss

of eligibility for the scheme. However, as in the

Museum Registration scheme, any museum that does not

achieve minimum standards for initial acceptance as

a suitable museum which could reasonably do so if

given time, can still be deemed eligible if its

governing body and director agree to upgrade their

facilities over a three year period. Although this

may be productive in the future making more museums

capable of curating the archive, it does condemn the

artefacts to three years in unsuitable surroundings.



The eligibility document is not solely for the

guidance of curators, but it also explains what the

MGC expects from archaeology units: clear

documentation in a form agreed with the recipient,

prior consultation with the museum before

excavation, lists of all the constituents of the

archive, and "all unstable materials that have not

already been treated and stabilised are packed in

the appropriate microclimates..." (p.2.). It also

requires copies of interim and final reports to be

lodged with the archive.

These conditions are evidently for the

recipient museum to enforce, but it is questionable

whether all of the recommendations are likely

to be carried out, particularly where packaging is

concerned. It is rare for a curator to have time to

check every box of material that enters to see if it

meets the standards laid down. Often these grants

are applied for retrospectively; this has happened

in the region studied when a new curator has been

appointed or when the museum is in receipt of

archives that have been left with the unit for a

considerable period. Because of this, badly

packaged material can have already been accepted by

the museum.

The document also lays down standards of

environmental control for the stores that house the
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artefacts and the paper archive, and more briefly

for material on display. Standards are issued for

monitoring of the various environments inside the

museum and the document also concentrates on

accessioning, museum security, access and a suitable

study area for researchers. The eligibility

criteria have been of great importance in the care

of museum archaeological collections. Susan Pearce

goes a little further:-

"In terms of the principles which it embodies,

this document, in association with Note 31, is one

of the most significant events in museum archaeology

since the original formation of the museum

collections. It is the acknowledgement by central

government of the importance of the stored

archive... and of the fact that 'the proper

repository for an archive is in a museum'.

("Eligibility Criteria" 1986:2). It brings the

range of regional museums with archaeological

responsibilities into a network which, in overall

policy terms, begins to look something like a

national framework... and it backs this with storage

grants." ("Archaeological Curatorship", 1990,

p. 100.)

Whilst the document is undoubtedly important

from a theoretical standpoint, and has acted as a

grounding for the policy documents published in



1992, its real, physical success in the region

studied is harder to ascertain. There is a wide

disparity in standards amongst registered museums.

The specific conditions attached to the grant aid

mean that only a relatively small number of

excavations qualify for funding for storage. The

scheme acts in the interest of English Heritage

funded, or part funded, excavations; most units do

not have a budget to pay for storage in a similar

way, which leaves the impression that English

Heritage is "looking after its own". The criteria

have physically cared for only a small proportion of

the archaeological heritage, but more positively

their influence has been felt in the circles that

formulate the professional standards in museum

archaeology. This in turn will ultimately affect

local museums. In addition, non- English Heritage

funded archives deposited with MGC recommended

museums will benefit from its standards of curation.

Some funding, however small, will always assist

museums' provision for the archive, and Welsh

conservators in 1986 hoped that the Welsh Office,

i.e. Cadw, would provide storage grants on the

English model to prevent finds from rescue

excavations being housed in makeshift conditions.

("Conservation in Welsh Museums and Galleries",

Leigh and Watkinson.l) The grant-aid scheme is still



only operative in England through English Heritage;

Cadw does not make similar storage grants available,

but instead directly funds units, and money is

obtained by museums through the Council of Museums

in Wales and the National Museum of Wales.

Therefore the system of creating what is in theory

a 'class apart' of museums does not exist in Wales.

The Department of the Environment's "Advisory

Note 31, Storage of Archaeological Finds from

Grant-aided Rescue Excavations" (1981) states that

the recipient museum should not accept anything but

the complete archive, with its accompanying

documentation. It emphasises the relationship

between the unity of the archive and its integrity,

and states that ideally, in "normal practice" the

landowner should donate the entire archive to the

recipient museum; the "Note", although recognising

the importance of "unity", cannot enforce it. The

survey showed that this aspect of storage was a

problem to the Curator at Chester in the 1980's as

he could not agree to the principle of non-selection

of the archive, and consequently the museum did not

gain grant-eligible status. As the note referred to

the problem of keeping the archive together when its

future depends on the site owner, the clause was

most likely intended to act as a means of preventing

the loss of small finds and other attractive items



from the archive, rather than acting as the DoE's

outright rejection of the method of selection.

Indeed, the note mentions selection as being in its

infancy, and therefore not to be rushed into;

"The question of editing and discarding... is

currently under discussion...Museums will be

involved in the evolution of any eventual guidelines

but in the meantime must not take unilateral action

in respect of archives currently coming into their

custody."

The "Ancient Monuments and Areas Act" was

therefore instrumental in setting up standards of

curation and management, and promoted co-operation

between archaeologists on English Heritage-funded

sites and staff at museums receiving the archives.

Both "Note 31" and "Eligibility Criteria for

Grant-Aid" are starting to address problems of

storage that become more urgent as the decade

progresses, and in several ways the standards of the

document on eligibility criteria were prototypes for

such guidelines as the Museums and Galleries

Commission's "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Collections, 1992", and the Society

of Museum Archaeologists' "Selection, Retention and

Dispersal of Archaeological Collections", 1993.

Part Two of the 1979 Act had a limited impact

on archaeology as a whole when it offered historic



cities the chance to become an "Area of

Archaeological Importance". This recognised the

pressures of rescue archaeology, then in its zenith,

by allowing such an area to be subject to stricter

planning applications which allowed archaeologists

entry to threatened sites and up to six months to

excavate before development. No extra funding was

put forward for the purpose. In the area covered by

the survey, the city of Hereford applied and was

accepted to become an AAI, being a town that has

evolved from a medieval plan. Such use of the act

was attacked by a member of the Society of Museum

Archaeologists (SMA hereafter) in the published

conference proceedings of 1986, "Dust to Dust; Field

Archaeology and Museums". He considered that

accepting of the protection of the designation "AAI"

was a failure of the archaeology unit to establish

good relations with the planners. M.W. Ponsford

said in the same publication, "If a unit director

wishes to succeed in obtaining backing for his

projects, he should take his local planning

officer (s) to lunch. Archaeologists have no legal

powers at all..." (p.16). This shows the drawbacks

of a system based upon personal contact and not upon

the law; if the planner is unsympathetic, or if he

is pro-archaeology and then moves to another post,

the archaeological deposits are unprotected. If
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museums are not simply passive acceptors of the

occasional archive, but are committed to archaeology

and perhaps undertake excavations themselves, this

will be of importance to them as well as to the

local unit. Policy documents aimed at museums and

recent planning guidelines all urge consultation

between planners, museum curators and archaeologists

before excavation begins. If the individual

artefact or the archive is not protected for the

purpose of archaeological research and exhibition by

law, the artefact's next best protection lies in

being considered as a whole with the archaeological

deposits. In Hereford's case, the "AAI" designation

has been beneficial but at the same time a good

working relationship has been established with the

planning office; this was essential if the

archaeologists were to move faster than the

developers. In the years since 1979, a large amount

of small excavations before the start of development

have elucidated a great deal about the city of

Hereford's early origins and later development, and

this has resulted in a very good collection to be

handed to the City Museum. This inevitably consists

of displayable material and a large reserve of

artefacts destined to remain in storage.

Other areas obtained similar protection in

1990, but not by act of law. The Secretary of State
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for the Environment published the Planning Policy

Guideline 16, "Archaeology and Planning" (PPG

16) in November 1990. It is directed towards

developers, archaeologists, local planning

authorities and other "interested parties", which

will include curators. The guidelines are intended

to be followed by planners as are those of the more

well known "green belt" scheme, but again the

recommendations are not legally enforceable, which

in some cases may lead to a waiver by less

scrupulous planning authorities, as has occurred

with the "green belt" policy. One of PPG 16's

messages is that in the face of destruction of

archaeological deposits, the planning authority must

ensure that the developer has provided funds for

excavation and recording. If archaeological

evaluations are undertaken, the developer is

responsible for the funding of the whole process.

If an arrangement for full excavation is necessary,

but has not been made by the developer with an

archaeology unit, the authority can add the

condition to the planning consent. PPG 16 has

already been of assistance to some of the

archaeologists contacted by the survey, although in

many cases developers cannot or will not fund the

excavation costs any further than the guidelines

require. Conversely, more affluent companies use



the presence of archaeologists on site as good local

publicity, donating free goods such as printed

T-shirts, plastic boxes (e.g.DRG Plastics, Hereford,

in 1993 supplied boxes to the Mappa Mundi

excavation), and may part-fund exhibitions. The

logical result of PPG 16's emphasis on the fact that

archaeological reserves are finite and unique, would

be an improved rate of recovery of material and

additional archives for the museum to house. It is

too soon to be able to prove that this is the case

across the region studied, but in Monmouth at least,

PPG 16 has opened up more archaeological access to

more sites. The Rescue survey "Structure and >

archaeologists which single improving development

they would wish to see in archaeology, and "Thirty

replies state a need for further or improved

legislation within the existing legislative set-up.

In most cases this specifically means enforcing as

law many of the recommendations found in 'Planning

Policy Guidance 16'..." (p.18.) In the current

climate the implications for museums whose storage

areas are already congested may not be so welcome,

as no additional measures have been drawn up to

compensate for this extra workload.

As yet the developers are only bound to ensure

the preservation by record of the site's

AUIC CUIU. \
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archaeological deposits if the planners have taken

into consideration the possible presence of

archaeology when drawing up the planning permission.

Museums also have to think ahead, and delicate

negotiations must take place with the developers and

archaeologists to determine the future of the

archive. As stated previously, the museum's only

real tool to help persuade developers to relinquish

title to the archive and to donate it in its

entirety is to refuse to take a split archive. To

take such a stance, the museum must deliberately

harden itself against the possibility that the

artefacts of the archive may be lost to the city or

county. The paper component of the archive can

either belong to the commissioning developer or can

be the copyright of the excavating unit. In theory

the paper archive in all its entirety, initial field

notes, sketches, correspondence etc., should be

lodged with the archive in the museum. The survey

showed that a modified version of this is the norm,

but there are still units working in the area

studied that do not provide adequate documentation

when depositing the archive. One Welsh Marches unit

has recently successfully negotiated with the local

Record Office to take the paper archive resulting

from building surveys.



The problematic relationship between

archaeologists, developers and the archive is not

addressed by PPG 16, which is concerned with the

archaeology at an earlier level of development.

Taking underlying deposits into consideration is a

new aspect of planning for many of the

non-archaeological interested parties; they may have

been aware of it before but could disregard it.

After several years of use, PPG 16 will have

acclimatised planners and developers to the needs of

archaeology and have laid down a firm basis for more

guidelines to protect the archive. At the current

rate of central government involvement, this may

take another ten years, and the necessary finance

may be lacking. PPG 16 at present concentrates on

archaeological 'remains', and during the course of

this research it became apparent that a major

feature in the practice of archaeological

excavation, and even storage, is the general

acceptance that artefacts, whilst vital components

of the buried archaeology, somehow cease to become

archaeology once they are unearthed. They become

instead historic objects, and reflect the early use

of the term 'archaeology' as the study of historic

arts and customs, rather than the scientific study

of remains. The answers returned by archaeologists

to the questionnaire reveal that most cease to



maintain an interest in material that they have

excavated once it is deposited in the museum.

Presuming that units do believe archives to be of

value, there are several possible reasons for this

lack of interest, the first being that as there is

such a rapid turnover of work it is not possible for

units running as a business to keep account of all

the archives once deposited, especially if they were

the product of work outside the unit's county.

Secondly, units considering themselves still

responsible for the archive might be concerned that

this may appear to be a professional discourtesy to

the curators. Finally, once the archive is in the

museum the unit has no control over it, and in the

present financial climate the likelihood of the

archaeologists seeing parts of the archive on

exhibition is small.

There is also an accompanying attitude

discernible amongst the field workers in archaeology

that museum archaeologists are a breed apart, and

not 'real' archaeologists as their time is not

devoted to fieldwork. It is therefore not

surprising that museum professionals have been

mostly responsible for issuing guidelines on the

treatment of the archive even before it reaches the

portals of the museum. Storage is generally

regarded as their province.
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2.3 Guidelines issued by museum and other

related professionals.

In 1975 the Society of Museum Archaeologists

(SMA) came into being with the intent to approach

the problem of distance between the museum and field

archaeologists, as it "defined among its objectives

the encouragement of museum involvement in field

archaeology and in the proper curation of the

excavation archive." (Archaeological Curatorship,

S.Pearce, p.35.) A policy statement in 1977 puts

forward two of the concerns at that time; the need

to justify museums as the proper repository for the

archive, and that whenever possible full

documentation should accompany the finds as the

paper archive and material archive are a complete

entity. These battles have largely been won,

although Bangor museum in reply to the survey, said:

"Discussions have to be entered into with bodies

such as Gwynedd Archaeological Trust who have in the

past deposited some material, but no relative [sic]

documentation. This has now (early 1993) to be on a

much more formal basis." Just as a number of

archaeological units have a quantity of material in

store that has not yet been written up, so too do

museums in the area have a backlog of material



excavated largely in the 1960's and 1970's that is

similarly poorly documented. According to the SMA

document, there had been no obligation on excavators

to place the field records with the rest of the

archive "in the past". The survey showed that

whilst such documents as the SMA policy statement do

have an influence on those that they address, the

process can take some time and even leave "pockets"

of areas untouched. This must, however be due to a

lack of curatorial commitment or funding for the

museum. Interviews with curators showed that the

two can be inextricably linked. The museum at

Bangor had been run by the university, and it is

difficult to predict how long the museum would have

operated to such dated standards had it not been

given into the care of the County Council. The

curator faces a considerable backlog of work.

The SMA statement of policy also urged

excavators and museums to develop a common recording

format before excavation takes place, but again in

1993, seventeen years later, this has not yet been

fully achieved; 43% of the museums that replied to

the survey said that they did not share a recording

system with contributing units.

Lack of publication by excavators, with the

resulting 'bottleneck' in archive storage due to

excavators being reluctant to release artefacts to
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the museum, was a major pre-occupation to the

archaeological profession as a whole in the late

1970's: the archive was in stasis whilst

archaeologists tried to write reports to full,

traditional publication standard and cope with the

rising numbers of rescue excavations. This was

reflected in the 1975 Frere report, "Principles of

Publication in Rescue Archaeology", published

jointly by the then Ancient Monuments Board for

England and the "Committee for Rescue Archaeology".

This suggested practical alternative options to the

problem, encouraging archaeologists to limit their

publications and instead provide a backup system of

a properly curated archive housed in a museum. This

elevated the status of both the archive and the

museum, making the latter an integral part of the

archaeological process. Some of the principles of

the Frere report were reiterated and expanded upon

in the Dimbleby Report in 1978. "The Scientific

Treatment of Material from Rescue Excavations" was

commissioned by the Ancient Monuments Board and

published by the Secretary of State, and is still

referred to in current policy documents. This

recognised as a basic principle that the - creation,

housing and use of the archive was a single

continuous process. In the course of this study,

from amongst archaeologists, curators and



conservators, this principle appeared to be best

understood by curators who had spent a large

proportion of their working lives as field

archaeologists, before moving across to museums.

The statement is of fundamental importance as it

encourages co-operation, not polarisation, amongst

professionals, which can only benefit the archive.

That it is actually quite radical is illustrated by

its general non-acceptance by workers in

archaeology, and the lack of provision in law for

the archive as an archaeological entity.

The report also defined what constituted the

archive, and stated that its proper repository was a

museum or a museum controlled building. It

recommended that, ideally, excavation should not go

ahead until suitable provision had been made for the

future storage, conservation and maintenance of the

archive. These ideas have passed into common usage

but are not yet comprehensively practised across the

region studied. Museum storage is still frequently

sought after the excavation has begun.

Museum provision for storage is very much the

child of the reports and agitation of the late

1970's and early 1980's. The Frere and Dimbleby

reports, commissioned due to the increasing

pressures rescue archaeology was putting on an

inadequate system, led ultimately to a stronger



focus on museum storage, the provision of grant-aid

and a rise in standards in museum provision for the

archive. More recently, an influential factor on

standards of curation has been the introduction of

the Museums and Galleries Commission's "Museum

Registration" in 1989. The effects of this scheme

have taken a couple of years to make a perceptible

impact, but in comparison to reports mentioned

above, the results have been rapid. The

preventative conservation and curatorial

requirements are set at a very low level at present

to enable most museums to join the scheme, but they

will not necessarily continue at that level. (Phase

2 is planned for 1995.) Already, some museums in

the survey area have quite visibly been affected by

registration; the requirement to provide policy

documents has led museums to a reappraisal of their

archaeological collections, and their conditions for

acceptance of archives into the museum. Museums

across the country are circulating their policies on

such matters, and are learning from the procedures

of fellow institutions, which encourages the debate

on methods of storage.

The main purpose of Museum Registration was to

promote better standards amongst museums and it

looks set to succeed. The museums in the area of

survey were a disparate group, the 'top of the



scale' was represented by museums such as the Roman

baths museum at Caerleon, run by the National Museum

of Wales, but the majority of museums were

provincial in character, doing their best on limited

finances. Some had undergone refurbishment in the

1980's, and Rowley's House Museum, Shrewsbury, for

example, has to accept a badly designed prehistory

gallery until such money is available to bring it up

to modern display standards as used in the new

mediaeval gallery. Curators inheriting such dated

displays are in the unfortunate position of being

represented by exhibitions of which they are

ashamed; Worcester County Museum was able to obtain

grants to build a store with a controlled

environment for archaeology collections, and

persuaded the council to appoint a Keeper of

Archaeology for a year to supervise the process, but

have not got the money to redesign the small display

area allocated to archaeology in the museum, which

is the main aspect of archaeology that the public

sees. The effect of non-payment of the "community

charge" by the public has unfortunately worked its

way through the system of local government to the

museum's budget. Several museums contacted have had

their local authority grants cut-back, and more were

anticipating problems. As some museums are in

leisure or library departments and not in a position
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to argue directly with their paymasters, cut-backs

were inevitable. Tim Bridges of Worcester City

Museums Service gave the matter a positive aspect

when interviewed, by saying that lack of resources

for new displays has meant that more time is

available for work on storage and the backlog of

work. Even with the removal of the "Community

Charge" it may take several years for museum budgets

to recover; to a certain extent this depends on the

efficiency of the next system of local taxation, and

also the central government not cutting back on

money given to local authorities.

At such a time, grants from other sources are

particularly important, and one result of failure to

comply with Museum Registration is the potential

withdrawal of grant-aid and subsidised services from

the MGC and Area Museums Councils. The main

requirements of registration are given as;

"a. accordance with the Museums Association

definition of a museum or, if appropriate, the MGC

definition of a 'national' museum

b. an acceptable constitution and financial basis,

and compliance with all legal and planning

requirements

c. publication of an acceptable statement of

collection management policy

d. provision of a range of public services/



facilities appropriate to the nature, scale and

location of the museum

e. access to professional curatorial advice."

(Guidelines for a Registration Scheme for Museums in

the United Kingdom, MGC, 1989, p. 4.)

All of these requirements will ultimately have

an effect on the archaeological collections; one

immediate result is to have made museums look hard

at the nature of their collections and their purpose

in acquiring artefacts, due to requirement 'c'. The

registration scheme reminds museums that they should

have an active role in the preservation and

interpretation of Britain's heritage. A museum

should collect, document, preserve, exhibit and

interpret material evidence and associated

information for public benefit, but where

archaeological collections are concerned many

museums in the area surveyed have performed their

function in an half-hearted manner. The situation

has tended to be worst in the area of exhibition.

Hereford City Museum's archaeology displays had

remained moribund for at least seventeen years, yet

in the last two years changes have been made. It

achieved registration in 1991 . No staff changes

have occurred, and there has been no evidence of an

influx of funding, the paucity of which was given as

the explanation for the lack of change of display,
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and so it is likely that registration requirements

have had some influence. Cracked ulra-violet

filters on lights within the cases have in several

instances been replaced by 'frosted' glass filters,

and blue fabric, a dye least likely to contain high

levels of chemical pollutants, has been used in

refurbished displays. This would seem to indicate

access to the advice of a professional conservator,

which is stipulated in the text of the registration

"guidelines".

The effects of registration can also be found

in the Society of Museum Archaeologists' guidelines

on "Selection, Retention and Dispersal of

Archaeological Collections." These state that in

keeping with the principle of respect for the

integrity of the archive, its deposition and storage

should only be in a registered museum. "A

registered museum is the only institution capable of

providing all the necessary curatorial and

interpretative services for professional and public

benefit." (2.4.2.) It seems that the SMA wishes to

put the weight of its support behind Museum

Registration, and use the scheme in a similar

fashion to the MGC's list of museums approved for

grant aided storage. As registration ultimately

aims to gather up all museums into the scheme, the

stipulation in the SMA document may cease to be
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relevant if all museums should attain the standards

in due course.

2.4 Guidelines and other publications

directed towards field archaeologists.

The 1970's saw museums and other bodies with an

interest in archaeology issuing policy statements on

the archaeological archive; the 1990's has already

had a similar wealth of guidelines and conditions

circulating amongst those involved with archaeology.

Those that concentrate on the physical problems of

storage of the archive are however, rare. The

immediate problems that face the field archaeologist

are those of packaging; although some units in the

survey area have bad standards of storage with high

light levels and other unsatisfactory conditions,

this aspect of finds care does not appear to be a

matter of general concern. Whilst it is true that

correct storage conditions are generally the

specialisation of the museum, the survey of Wales

and the Welsh Marches shows that artefacts can stay

with a unit for a "few months" (Glam/Gwent) or up to

and over two decades (personal communication).

Therefore areas of storage at the unit should be

constructed with the advice of a conservator, as in

museums. There do not appear to be many printed
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guidelines on the specific subject in circulation

for archaeological units. Of those publications

directed at the field archaeologist which at some

stage are concerned with the archive, two that

appear to have made a deep impression on the

archaeologists interviewed are "First Aid For Finds"

and "Management of Archaeological Projects 2". The

former was first published in 1972, has had three

revised issues since that date and is due for a

fourth. It was published by Rescue and the UKIC,

and was promoted in Rescue's newsletter. The book

has achieved the status of being an obligatory part

of the archaeologist's library; it gives practical

information about preventative conservation and

packaging, in an accessible format. The result of

this means that most archaeologists in the survey

area know how to package and store artefacts even if

they cannot match the relatively high standards

advocated by the book. For example, archaeologists

are directed to place stable artefacts in individual

bags in an acid-free cardboard box, separated and

padded within the box by acid-free tissue. In

practice, the tissue is not likely to be used as it

adds to the expense and is not obviously

"necessary".

"First Aid for Finds" was followed by a series

of four conservation guidelines by the UKIC, aimed



at field archaeologists. The first, "Conservation

Guidelines No.1: Excavated Artefacts for

Publication; UK sites" was issued in 1982 and

replaced in 1988 by "Conservation Guidelines No.1:

Excavated Artefacts and Conservation; UK sites",

which might imply a subtle shift in focus. The No. 3

guideline on environmental standards for permanent

storage (1984) appears to be one of the only

documents available that lays down standards for the

storage area, though it does so briefly.

"Any area chosen as a store must be

structurally sound and with controlled access. To

achieve a satisfactory level of environmental

control, the store must not be liable to penetrating

damp, leaks, flooding, gross pollution (e.g. boiler

fumes), excessive vibration, temperature changes or

infestations.

Next to bad handling, incorrect humidity levels

are the main source of damage to stored

materials..." ("2. Minimum Standards.")

The guidelines then state in an abbreviated

fashion the levels of light, RH, temperature and

particulate pollution acceptable in the basic store,

sensitive material store and the various

microclimates. These are minimum standards, but

even so, four unit store rooms visited during the

survey period did not achieve this level of storage.
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Storage of artefacts at an archaeological unit in the area of survey



Worcester County Unit store had a very high

percentage of light levels, the Shropshire County

Unit store in a warehouse could experience

temperatures below four degrees Celsius, the City of

Hereford Archaeological Unit does not use

microclimates, Monmouth Archaeological Society's

main store was part of a printworks and would have

been subject to gross pollution and vibration.

These are not the results of negligence by the

units, though Worcester could at some expense fit

blinds to the window, but are caused by units being

housed in whatever offices are available. The

guidelines next describe "target", but not

definitive, standards. The author then adds to the

previous description and states that the storeroom

should be chosen for its stable environment, must

be self contained, and have dust excluders on all

openings. Friable surfaces must be sealed and kept '

clean, and air should be circulated to maintain an

even environment. All natural light must be

excluded and ultra-violet filters put on artificial

lights, although ideally all archaeological material

should be boxed. These standards are not so high as

to prevent most units performing to this level; no

stipulation is made about the type of shelving used,

for example. The units visited do use some of the

methods associated with good storage, but not all,
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which to a certain extent negates the effect of the

few techniques employed. In addition, three storage

areas were badly overcrowded.

These recommendations are deliberately brief;

the author is aware that units could do more, but

first basic standards must be achieved. Units have

to send off and pay for this information and for

them to do so, they must already be interested in

the subject. Perhaps if the subject was endorsed by

one of the central government heritage bodies such

as the MGC or English Heritage, the guidelines would

have more impact.

The Society of Museum Archaeologists'

"Selection, Retention and Dispersal of

Archaeological Collections. Guidelines" 1992 is

aimed to reach both museum and field archaeologist.

This second, published draft must also be bought,

again for a relatively small sum of money, but it

deals with a subject that has a more immediate

impact on the field archaeologist and is already

being used by at least one of the units in the

survey area. ( The City of Hereford Archaeological

Unit.) Compared to a unit properly equipping a

store, selection at an early stage does not cost

much money.

In 1990 the UKIC's Archaeology Section

published K. Walker's "Guidelines for the



preparation of excavation archives for long-term

storage." This was sponsored by the MGC. It

concentrates on the correct marking, packaging and

storage of the material not dealt with by "First Aid

for Finds", as it is designed to be read with this

and the previous UKIC guidelines. The material

includes the various components of the paper

archive, e.g. photographic material and microforms;

soil samples and microfossils, and how to handle

conserved finds during post-excavation. The

appendix gives a list of suppliers that include a

steel shelving company, etc., but the text simply

warns against dust, heat, light and RH. It does

stipulate that paper records should be kept in a

dry, clean, dark area away from windows and

radiators. In the same year J.M. Cronyn's "The
S

Element^of Archaeological Conservation" was

published. The author states that the book is not

intended to be "an on-site or museum manual for the

non-specialist" (p.xv); instead the text is largely

devoted to the explanation of the scientific methods

of conservation. Its importance in the context of

this study is the emphasis in the introductory

chapter on the need for collaboration between all

those concerned with the archive. The author

emphasises that conservators and curators should be



involved or consulted from start to completion of

the project.

The archaeologist is therefore offered a body

of information designed to inter-relate and provide

comprehensive, if brief instructions, on treatment

of the archive. However, as with the museum curator

before Museum Registration, it is up to the

individual as to whether the instructions are

observed.

Other guidelines concentrate on developing an

high level of standard practice across Britain, and

this in the long-term can only benefit the archive.

The influential Institute of Field Archaeologists

(IFA) produced a "Code of Practice" in 1985,

amended 1989, which has enforced good standards of

archaeological field practice on its members, and

the IFA Finds Group in 1991 was working on

"Guidelines for Finds Work" which also includes a

chapter on project planning. English Heritage's

"Management of Archaeological Projects 2", 1991,

with its' "regimented" approach to project

management presses a point urged by guidelines

produced by conservators and curators: that is, due

consideration for the needs of the archive at the

earliest stages of the project. "First Aid for

Finds" tells archaeologists to plan ahead, and to

build finance for conservation into the overall



budget. However, the survey shows that in Wales and

the Welsh Marches, few units do so; it also shows

that most guidelines take a couple of years to

permeate through the various branches of the

archaeological profession, so the influence of MAP 2

may yet change the units' approach to the archive.

MAP 2 sees the archive as having a supportive

role to the fieldwork report, as it states that the

end result of a project should be a publication that

reflects the significance of the data collected but

also the creation of an archive "deposited in an

appropriate place for continuing curation and

legitimate access." (p.3) Later in the document

this is repeated with more emphasis on the archive's

"supporting role".

MAP 2 organises the project into a series of

levels of achievement, and at the end of each phase

the work is reviewed to establish its significance

and to determine further action. The archaeological

archive is treated in several of the phases. At the

end of phase one, the project planning, MAP 2 tells

archaeologists that to achieve a comprehensive

archive "An appropriate level of resourcing will

ensure maximum efficiency and allow the subsequent

assessment phase to go ahead with the minimum of

delay... Arrangements should be made for the proper

cataloguing and storage of artefacts. It may well
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PHASE STAGE PRODUCT

^ Key: P = Proposal D = Decision DC = Data-collection R = Review

The stages in project planning. From: "Management of Archaeological Projects 2"

English Heritage, 1991.



be appropriate to involve a museum professional at

this stage." (p.10/11.) It instructs the unit to

budget in time and money for visits by conservators

and other specialists, and in the next paragraph,

4.10., states the importance of producing an archive

that can be consulted once in the museum. "The

project manager should ensure that appropriate

advice on conservation needs is available to the

project team...it is essential that contact with a

museum professional is made at a sufficiently early

stage. Museum requirements must be established and

appropriate resources allocated." (p.11) The

paragraph then goes on to recommend referral to the

UKIC's "Guidelines for the preparation of the

excavation archive for long-term storage" and the

MGC's "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Collections" . In this, MAP 2 does

not advocate any new form of practice, but states

what should be done by any archaeologist with a

professional attitude. For some this may seem to be

unnecessarily obvious advice, but if the recommended

phases are closely followed by all units, it will

improve the rate of inclusion of museum requirements

at an early stage of the project development.

Therefore the importance of MAP 2 for the well-being

of the archive cannot be underestimated.



MAP 2 also states exhaustively what should be

the components of the archive when it is deposited

with the museum, and throughout the phases reminds

archaeologists of the need to call in conservators

and specialists to attend to the artefacts. The

appendix to the third phase, the assessment of

potential for analysis, states that at this point

conservators and museum curators should be consulted

about the requirements of immediate and long-term

conservation and storage for the archive. If all

project managers were to include such consultations

the artefacts from fieldwork would receive much

better treatment. In a departure from other

documents discussed previously, MAP 2 also tells

archaeologists to ask conservators and curators for

"recommendations about discarding material from

mixed, contaminated or unstratified contexts, where

there is no apparent purpose in retention." (p.33)

This is certainly sensible advice, that is directed

at a stage of selection usually left to the

discretion of the excavator. Even the SMA's

guidelines on selection do not state a need for such

early consultation. The section in MAP 2 goes on to

add that when formulating a discard policy the

wishes of the recipient of the archive, its legal

owners and those responsible for the care of the

excavated site should also be consulted. Although
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unlike the IFA, English Heritage cannot ensure good

practice amongst those it intends to reach, if the

guidelines are generally adopted those concerned

with the welfare of the finds could be greatly

reassured. Throughout the project the state of the

components of the archive is considered. English

Heritage are however, assuming that all projects can

afford the time and expense that are necessary to

fulfil these standards. Unfortunately, this is

rarely the case, particularly in this decade of

tendering for archaeological work.

When these publications are reviewed, it

becomes apparent that if the recommendations are

followed they would prevent many of the problems

that accompany the archive into the museum. More

emphasis could be put on the need to have store

rooms more similar to those described by museum

publications. The assumption that the archive does

not stay with the unit for long, and therefore such

storage concerns are purely the province of the

museum, has been shown by the survey to be

incorrect. The fact that many units in the area of

survey have inadequate procedures for the

maintenance of finds must either be the result of

underfunding or, more rarely, the personal laziness

of those in charge leading to lack of interest in



the subject. There is sufficient information easily

available to archaeologists.



3.0. Selection and retention of the

archaeological collection.

Museums in the 1990's can no longer exist in

protective academic seclusion, particularly where

archaeological collections are concerned. The

ethics of successful management, based on

business-like efficiency and clarity of purpose,

have been urged on museums dependent on funding from

government bodies. The Museum Registration scheme

operated by the MGC has been successful in raising

standards of museum management to a more

professional level since its introduction in 1989.

The key requirements of registration include

publication of a policy document of the museums'

collections management, and evidence of "an

acceptable constitution and financial basis, and

compliance with all legal and planning

requirements." ("Guidelines for a Registration

Scheme for Museums in the United Kingdom", MGC,

1989, p.4). Many museums already fulfil these

requirements, but the overall effect is to get

museums to justify their procedures. Making museums

more accountable for themselves, and the growing

crisis surrounding the diminishing storage

capabilities of museums that accept archaeological

archives, have thrown particular light on a problem

that has been significant for at least a decade:
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that is, the problem of selection or retention of

the complete archaeological archive.

Once accepted by the museum, the care of a

collection represents a large financial commitment.

It may need repackaging in non-polluting materials,

remedial conservation, continual environmental

monitoring in storage and the expense of a curator's

time in accessioning and undertaking some or all of

the above tasks. In addition, the paper archive

needs to be suitably stored. The advantages of

taking the archive are the strong possibility of

receiving artefacts suitable for display, the use of

less important items in outreach activities and the

satisfaction of knowing that the museum is

preserving the common heritage for the perusal of

present and future generations. In addition, some

funding may be available from such sources as

English Heritage. This still leaves museums with a

vast reservoir of artefacts unlikely to be viewed by

anyone except the occasional researcher or the

member of staff who should, ideally, monitor the

state of the collection on a regular basis. When

such a large cost is incurred by the museum upon

receipt of the archive, and when governing members

of the museum are not archaeologists, it becomes in

many cases increasingly hard to justify retention of

every item, especially when the rate of
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archaeological fieldwork is quickly creating fresh

collections in need of storage. To cope with

problems of cost and diminishing storage space,

museum archaeologists have had to draw up strategies

that will enable museums to continue to provide

facilities for the archive into the future. This is

not to say that field archaeologists have not also

been aware of the growing problems facing their

colleagues, but logically the initiative had to come

from the museum professionals as the practical

problems of cost and space are mostly theirs.

The idea of making a representative selection

from the archaeological archive instead of retaining

it in its entirety seems first to have been mooted

in 1982. A working party of the British Museum,

chaired by Dr. Longworth, issued the report

"Selection and Retention of Environmental and

Artefactual Material from Excavations." This

recognised that in the past decade, i.e. the 1970's,

archaeological activity in some areas had

outstripped provision for conservation and had

placed grave pressure on long-term storage

facilities. It is evident that this type of problem

has been recognised for at least two decades, and

the response to my survey issued to museums in

1992-3 indicates that the crisis will come to a head

in the late 1990's, unless precautionary measures



are taken. In real terms this does not allow

museums much time before it will occur. The British

Museum report also acknowledged that:-

"In the past the preservation of environmental

and artefactual material has been largely at the

whim of the excavator on the one hand and the

recipient museum on the other. Reasons behind

retention and rejection have been idiosyncratic and

rarely recorded."

If three factors are considered: the pressure

on museums to account for their collecting policies

and financial decisions, the critical lack of

available long-term storage, and the erratic

decisions already being undertaken by workers in the

field; then the case for guidelines on the selection

of archaeological archives is a persuasive one.

Museums simply can no longer afford to accept

material that they once took in bulk. Ten years

after its publication, the British Museum report

eloquently describes the current state of affairs.

Little appears to have changed, although the rate of

archaeological activity has not abated. This should

not be taken to mean that the British Museum report

has not been influential; the theory behind its

production is still present in current museum

publications. The purpose of the report was to

issue a code of practice to both archaeologists and
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museum curators that is fundamentally practical,

with the bulk of the report stating what should be

kept from amongst groups of items like animal

remains and lithics. The report has effectively

been taken and updated by the Society of Museum

Archaeologists in 1992-3, and the intervening ten

years suggest that until recently the 1982 report's

measures were thought sufficient not to merit an

update. Alternatively, the British Museum report

may not have reached such a wide audience, and the

fact that only 50% of museums contacted by the

survey considered that they practised selection

before accessioning the archive indicates that in

the region studied, its success in practical terms

was limited. Many archaeological curators remain

unconvinced that selection is the way forward,

although it is backed by the Society of Museum

Archaeologists. Although the arguments for

selection are pressing, some curators disapprove on

academic grounds and in the Welsh Marches there were

several curators who endorsed this point of view.

The main objection of these curators was that

making a selection from artefacts from an excavation

or other fieldwork could seriously damage the

integrity of the archive and therefore prejudice

further research. They have come to this conclusion

by a strong awareness of the history of archaeology



in which material that was once considered

unexceptional was jettisoned or ignored, material

that modern techniques can now examine and

interpret, to add to our knowledge of its period.

One curator, in an attempt to present a strong case

to her superiors in control of funding, contacted

two archaeologists in separate university

departments (outside the region of this survey), one

of whom specialised in reinterpreting old

excavations. They were asked to what extent they

used the artefacts of the archive when

reinterpreting sites or conducting research. To the

curator's dismay, they both returned the answer that

they only use the paper archive and do not go back

to the original artefacts as it is too difficult to

get access. Not only did this negate the curator's

wish to provide a good case for funding the complete

archive, but it also appears to negate the whole

purpose of museums offering long-term storage. The

obvious point against the university archaeologists'

use of just the paper archive is that the original

excavation report might be flawed, and consultation

of the artefacts might provide new dating sequences

for the stratigraphical deposits, especially as more

information may be available today about the

artefacts than there was at the time of the

excavation. Relying on another person's description



or illustration of an artefact would not appear to

be a good substitute for examining the item itself.

One archaeologist contacted during the survey proved

that old reports were not sufficient for his own

research. He had attempted^date medieval pottery
from his excavation by matching them with sherds

from a castle site excavated in the 1930's.

Unfortunately, the sherds had not been retained, and

although the 1930's publication had been finished to

an high standard, the description in the text was

not sufficient for full identification of the

material type. The search for similar material for

dating purposes had to go further afield to museums

in Brittany. In the 1930's, the excavators of the

castle in England were not to know that in the

1990's archaeological advance in a small Welsh town

would render necessary the information of which they

had disposed. It was an "idiosyncratic" judgement,

which lends weight to the modern idea that reports

should state where the excavation archive is to be

found, for the use of future research.

Five field archaeologists from those contacted

by the survey were told about the two

archaeologists undertaking re-evaluation of projects

without consulting the artefacts, and were asked for

their view on the matter. These people could not

envisage performing research in such a manner; one
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archaeologist who had just finished a book on

fifteen years of excavation in his city, most of it

undertaken before his appointment, reacted with

incredulity when told that archaeologists were

undertaking such work without recourse to the

articles excavated.

The incidence cited above of the problems one

archaeologist experienced when attempting to

research a fabric type supports the argument that

the complete archive is an irreplaceable resource.

Dr. Longworth puts this case very lucidly in his

introduction to "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Collections 1992" (MGC);

"It is not difficult to appreciate how even the

humblest artefact or sherd is capable of yielding

some information - to confirm or fill out a

distribution pattern, establish a period or suggest

an activity. More complex objects often provide

insights into early technology and manufacturing

techniques and go on to evoke broader questions as

to why time and energy have been so expended.

Associated groups broaden the picture shedding light

upon contemporary and specialised use. The

chronological depth and contextual range of the site

collection offers even greater scope for

interpretation of social range and function. In

recent years still broader tasks have been tackled -



the interplay of city and surrounding hinterland, of

how entire landscapes have been altered or

remodelled over time by human activity or in the

most remote periods of how the yearly cycle of

movement of simple foraging groups can begin to be

constructed. Such work depends upon the ordered

survival of the primary data and serves to underline

the crucial role played by the museum collection."

In the light of such work, the unremarkable

flint debitage, the unexceptional sherd take on a

new significance. According to the passage, the

museum collection is not to be seen as the used-up,

dry remains of a documented excavation, but a body

of evidence whose full implications are not yet

known. The material evidence of the archive is as

valid as the final report as an important body of

evidence, and perhaps ultimately of more value.

When considering the theory behind making a

representative selection from the archive, the

question inevitably arises of what is the principle

product or purpose of excavation. In the past the

artefacts' importance has been marginalised by some

archaeologists. The Frere and Dimbleby reports in

the mid-1970's reaffirmed the importance of the

archive in a decade when the study of archaeology

was being hampered by lack of publication. The

approach that these reports recommended can still be



found in English Heritage's "Management of

Archaeological Projects 2", 1991 (MAP 2). This

states that the end result of archaeological work

should be a publication that reflects the

significance of the data collected, and also the

creation of an archive that should be stored and

curated in a suitable, accessible place. The

production of such an archive means that the report

does not stand alone, but can be challenged or

substantiated. The only difference between this and

the 1970's reports is that the latter recommended

curation in a museum or museum-controlled building.

The English Heritage document does however recommend

that museum curators are consulted by the excavators

at an early stage of the project planning.

However, in the 1970's and early 1980's in the

field of archaeological practice there was a

perceptible arrogance towards the finds from the

excavation. In the history of archaeology,

exploration with the view to recovering artefacts

was the earliest common approach to excavation,

which led to the destruction of many monuments,

often without any recording work being undertaken;

for example, this happened to many bronze-age

barrows in Victorian times. To the average

excavator, the artefact was all. By the 1970's,

when archaeological practice had become far more
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scientifically influenced, the worth of the finds

after excavation were rated very low. In 1977,

P.J.Fowler in "Approaches to Archaeology" wrote,

"Indeed, just as the botanist has argued that

sites are too important to be left to the

archaeologist, so the conservator also wants to

break the same monopolistic tradition of the

archaeological excavator: 'finds' are also too

important to be left to his ignorant ministrations.

Again, there is much truth in this ... in practice,

the potential of conservation is but a pipe-dream

for many excavators ... strict application of the

principle that no excavation should start without

first securing an adequate short- and long-term

conservation facility would put a stop to most

current work. Perhaps that would be no bad thing

... On the other hand, there is a certain irony in

the situation that archaeologists are being forcibly

enjoined to take their 'finds' more seriously at a

time when, for some anyway, 'finds' are the least of

the problems thrown up by excavation and in many

respects far from the most important part of an

excavation's product." (p.124)

Despite the author's ability to forward both

sides of the argument, the tone of the passage

reveals a certain contempt for conservators and for

the finds of the excavation. Regrettably, this was



still the view of one of the curators interviewed in

the course of the survey (1992/3), a field

archaeologist with a PhD. who had made a sideways

career move into the museum service when his

previous work had ended.

The perception of the archive as an almost

incidental product of excavation is not

representative of the view of the majority of

archaeologists in the 1990's. The archive is now

acknowledged as being worth the time and money spent

upon it in the stages of post-excavation. In strong

contrast to the sentiments of P.J. Fowler, Dr.

Longworth continues in the introduction to the MGC's

"Standards in the Museum Care of Archaeological

Collections 1992",

"More recently arguments have emerged which if

sustained will re-establish the excavation archive

as the principle product of excavation, seeing the

task of publication as essentially that of summary

and dissemination of presently perceived results

while serving as a guide to the future use of the

preserved archive." (p.4)

Whilst this is excellent information for the

curator who needs to make a strong case to the

museum governors for funding the storage of the

archive, it seems unlikely that such a view of the

archive will become widespread. If, however,



general and academic opinion does turn in the

archive's favour, provision for storage and

conservation will have to have an higher priority

with those responsible for the archive, as its

survival in good condition will be of particular

importance.

In the current decade the status of the

archaeological archive has risen from the position

it was accorded in the 1970's. "Investigative"

conservation of artefacts is part of accepted field

practice and units are aware of the need to use

basic preventative conservation techniques. The

complete range of site documents is expected to be

lodged with the rest of the archive in a museum, and

many publications have considered the topic of

methods of storage. It seems likely that this

improved perception of the archive has added to the

problem of overcrowding in museum stores. Now so

much has to be kept that in previous decades did not

survive, or was not required, then museum

professionals committed to archaeology must look at

strategies that will act in the collections',best

interests and help prevent storage problems.

If the British Museum's 1982 report and the

Society of Museum Archaeologists' recommendations

are examined, it becomes apparent that both

publications are biased in favour of keeping the



archive in its integrity, and the recommended

artefacts for disposal are generally repetitive

items. The British Museum working party considered

four general issues at the start of the

investigation, which were: -

1) could information derived from the excavation be

stored any other way, rather than by preservation of

the primary data,

2) what could be preserved to give an adequate and,

within reason, unbiased data base for the future,

3) could money spent on storage and conservation be

better spent elsewhere, excavating more fruitful

contexts,

4) are their skills in existence to preserve the

categories of material, if retention is recommended.

The considerations 2 and 3 are still matters

that could fuel discussion amongst archaeologists,

but since the period of the report archaeological

conservation has become an established university

degree (the first course was offered in 1977) and

conservation considerations part of the field

archaeologist's general workload. However, funding

for conservation is still provides only a small

percentage of what is needed, and this not only

affects the number of positions available to

conservators but the quality of their work, if the

laboratories are badly provisioned. The effect of



underfunding on the archive is a matter of concern

to the United Kingdom Institute for Conservation (

"Provision for Archaeological Conservation in

England and Wales : A Review." 1988.).

The British Museum team of museum and field

archaeologists rejected the idea of marginalising

artefacts to the extent of disposing of them and

elevating the data bank to the honour of being the

ultimate product of excavation. Instead, the report

on "Selection and Retention" put its weight behind

the retention of artefacts, a very limited approach

to selection and the need for good long-term

storage. The importance of the archive outweighs

its disadvantages, and only when the material is of

a "demonstrably duplicate nature" or was in a mixed

disrupted context, should limited disposal be

considered. The Society of Museum Archaeologists

(SMA hereafter) also has a subtle approach to

selection, and does not present the case as simply

one of keep or dispose, with no other options.

The British Museum team felt it necessary to

argue for the retention of the archive rather than

have it replaced by data bases. Ten years later the

SMA opens its paper ("Selection, Retention and

Dispersal of Archaeological Collections. Guidelines

for use in England and Wales." 1992/3) with the

implicit assumption that the archive is a vital body
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of information, simply introducing it as an "unique

and irreplaceable public resource". The main issue

is what to preserve, but "A strong presumption in

favour of all archaeological material in museums

must... underlie selection and dispersal, and

dispersal should take place only in highly

restricted circumstances." ( "Selection and

Retention and Dispersal of Archaeological

Collections, p.l.) The guidelines do not seek to

justify selection, but are written as if selection

is a widely accepted method amongst museums. This

is misleading - the SMA has come to the conclusion

that the measures are necessary, but in Wales and

the Welsh Marches at least 36% of curators

disapprove of the practice and another 14% could not

answer whether they did indeed practice selection.

The guidelines also state the purpose of the policy

of selection;

"
- to enable a mass of finds and data to be

quantified and interrogated more effectively;

- to remove material of no perceivable

information, value and/or interest;

- to distill the information, research and

utility values into a manageable and

cost-effective archive, without compromising

the archive's integrity." (2.3.5.)
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The notes to point 2.3.5. add that although

ideally each object and record has an intrinsic

value within the archive, in practice there are

items that have "no perceivable contribution to make

to the archive". This is true to a certain extent

but often material in this category will be "weeded

out" by the excavators and post-excavation

specialists. What arrives in the museum is often

representative of what the excavator feels is

important. This seems to be an instance of using

language as a protective verbal "cloak" for the

practical problems of how to save on money and

space. Despite this, the guidelines offer useful

advice, which has already been of use to some field

archaeologists in the survey area whose recipient

museum does not stipulate what to discard before the

transferral of the archive. The guidelines will

also be of help to field and museum archaeologists

engaged with processing the backlog of archives that

exist with units and museums. They were not

produced solely for the attention of the museum

archaeologist, but for any person that is involved

with the creation and housing of the archive.

Use of the term "selection" evokes a strong

response amongst some museum and field

archaeologists in favour of complete preservation of

the archive. Their main argument is that we do not



know enough to contemplate altering the archive,

which is possibly true. The full range of arguments

is as follows;

1) That the archive is an irreplaceable

resource as each one is unique,

2) that it is not possible to realise the

extent and direction of future research,

3) that it is a waste of money and effort to

dispose of material when the whole has been

assembled at such vast cost,

4) that current interpretations of the results

of archaeological excavations may not be correct

especially when seen in the light of future

knowledge,

5) that the archive must be fully preserved to

enable future generations to see their heritage in a

tangible form,

6) that sufficient material is retained for

teaching purposes and related activities.

Archaeologists effectively admit that present

interpretations of archaeological deposits may be

improved upon in the future, when they leave

portions of sites unexcavated for the next

generations of archaeologists. Curators against the

idea of "selection" wish similarly to preserve the

archive for future analysis, on the basis that

archaeology is continually growing as a science and
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that techniques and understanding are as likely to

improve.

There is also the aspect that the curators

putting selection into practice in their museums are

likely to be fallible. Unless the guidelines are

evenly and comprehensively distributed, the

knowledge that selection is now "acceptable" might

encourage curators to dispose as they, not the

excavators, wish, and without reading the

recommendations. This may be limited by the

requirement, if it exists, that selection should be

approved by the director and governing body of the

museum. Guidelines also assume that all curators

have a good general knowledge of the wide range of

materials and number of periods represented in an

archaeological collection. For example, some

archaeological curators in the area of survey have

only a basic understanding of the study of lithics;

of such material, the SMA recommends retaining,

"reconstructable core/flakes; representative sample

of techniques and industries represented, including

wear patterns and secondary uses; sample

representing different types and qualities of tone

used..." ( 4.2.4.) The language here is concise; a

curator might believe that he is retaining the

correct artefacts but will need more advice to be



sure. Furthermore, he must be aware of his own

deficiencies in order to obtain such advice.

The guidelines cannot be held responsible in

cases where a curator acts in an unprofessional

manner; they assume that all recipients operate to a

common standard but my survey shows that in Wales

and the Welsh Marches they do not. However, the SMA

guidelines could use less concise language, to

enable better object identification for selection.

If the documents are examined, it becomes

apparent that they take into consideration most of

the objections listed previously and base the

selection procedure around them. Selection from the

archive is far more limited than the length of the

guidelines would suggest, and it must be noted that

the main emphasis of the documents is on retention.

The SMA's second draft of "Selection, Retention and

Dispersal of Archaeological Collections" states that

review of finds after museum acquisition should

consider:-

"-their potential research and other uses;

-their level of use since acquisition, and

whether any apparent under-use is due to the nature

of the archive itself or to other factors that might

be rectified;



-whether subsequent acquisitions and research,

and future fieldwork might lead to reassessment of

their significance;

-the need to retain evidence of previous

communities in a locality, in order to provide the

present community with a sense of history;

-any other specific and significant

associations, including those of a

non-archaeological nature, and of local public

opinion." (3.3.3.)

These criteria would seem to answer the

criticisms of those against selection, and indeed

make it very difficult for the museum to remove

material from the accessions list. Artefacts are

not considered simply on their own merits but on

their overall contribution to the archive, both

before and after museum acquisition. "Stray" finds

are also considered to have informational value.

The SMA document recommends that curators produce

their own guidelines on the preparation of the

archive, including policy notes on selection,

retention and dispersal for excavators intending to

deposit material with their museum. This

recommendation has had an immediate effect; Hereford

and Worcester County Museum has received drafts of

such documents from Stoke-on-Trent, Lincoln and from

Dorchester, and is in the process of preparing its



own. These documents will finally be largely
KC«noc|iL»ve_enA_ ^

-ha^-ffte>gi-nQus- as the system has already led to

"borrowing", with curators basing their guidelines

upon what other museums also recommend.

In the event of material being "de-selected",

the guidelines suggest first using artefacts within

the museum service for handling and educational

purposes. Dispersal to other registered museums or

institutions is the next option, presumably only if

the material is of sufficient quality to merit such

a donation. Destruction of material is not

generally an option, and nor is selling donated

finds. The excavators and other interested parties

should be informed before dispersal. If the museum

cannot find a use for the material, the SMA

recommends reburial on the site of the excavation,

or if this is not possible, on a designated,

recorded disposal site. Records of the material so

disposed of must be retained by the museum. The

archaeological curator for Shropshire's county

museum service pointed out that reburial would have

to be on a green-field site to prevent the use of

the land for building purposes in the future, and

recommended the designation of an archaeological

"graveyard" to accommodate such material. Once

examined, reburial seems to bring problems of its

own: who would buy and maintain the site, who would
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pay for its archaeological investigation before

deposition of artefacts, and how institutions in

urban areas could afford such land. This research

only showed one archaeological unit that

occasionally practiced reburial, and the original

excavation site was used.

When the British Museum guidelines on selection

were produced, the report was criticised for its

recommendations for the "de-selection" of mediaeval

ceramics. The SMA guidelines were similarly

criticised by numismatists in April 1993 when the

first draft advised against retaining worn or

corroded flans. The second draft of the SMA

guidelines produced in May took this into

consideration and has no recommendations for

selection of any such material, as "numismatists

advise against dispersal... due to advances made in

the dating and significance of coins and the need to

re-assess existing collections." (4.1.4.)

Therefore, if all the categories were similarly

criticised, the archive should be relatively safe

from unwise dispersal.

The Society of Museum Archaeologists' document

was intended to be read and used within the

"framework" of existing professional standards.

English Heritage's "Management of Archaeological

Projects 2" 1991 (MAP 2) which splits the operation



of an archaeological project into clearly defined

stages, has had an obvious impact on the second

draft of the SMA guidelines, and on the Society of

Antiquaries' "Archaeological Publication, archives

and Collections- Towards a National Policy."

(1992). The latter takes MAP 2's process of

assessment for the material from an excavation and

expands upon it:-

"As a result, a plan for the future of each

small find or group of finds should be drawn up

which indicates:

-those to be retained in perpetuity

-those to be retained for study and disposal

after a defined period of time

-those which can be disposed of immediately."

(4.3.1. p.10.)

The then forthcoming SMA criteria on selection,

retention and disposal were expected by the Society

of Antiquaries to provide a starting point for the

assessment process, but as the guidelines err on the

side of caution, this does not seem possible; the

Society of Antiquaries' above list of "priorities"

would seem to necessitate harsher decisions about

selection. The SMA only recommends disposal of

poor quality items, such as for leather,

"unidentifiable scraps from poor contexts."

(4.1.13.) An important contribution from the



Society of Antiquaries in its document was the

recognition that the archive needs to be adequately

stored at all stages of the archaeological project.

It suggested that,

"A repository or repositories should be

established to safeguard finds and archives for

which no other home is available both in the

interim stage while awaiting and during

post-excavation study and research and, if no museum

can be found, indefinitely. Repositories would hold

material to an agreed set of standards of collection

management, but not curated in the full sense of the

word. Material would be available for all

legitimate public enquiries. Transfer to a relevant

museum of coherent blocks of material in the

repository could take place at any time." (4.3.4.

p . 10.)

This would be an excellent solution to the

problems of poor storage at units and overcrowding

in museum stores, if the funding could be obtained.

It is debatable whether the modes of selection

recommended by the SMA will make much impact in the

museum stores, as the amount of material the

guidelines allow to be "rejected" from the main body

of the archive is small. When it would cost a

museum more for assessing material for

"de-selection" than it would to curate the archive



as a whole, the SMA sensibly advocates retention.

To be effective, in most museums in the survey area

selection must be practised on material already

accessioned, and many do not have the resources for

this. At The Commandery, Worcester, very large

amounts of plain white, nineteenth century ceramic

sherds from an excavation at the site of the

Worcester china factory are taking up valuable

space, and the curator would like to remove them

after post-excavation. This will give the museum a

temporary respite, until the next major excavation

in a city with a rich archaeological heritage, which

may produce quantities of medieval artefacts that

cannot be "de-selected." Either museums will

persuade local authorities to build new stores, as

Llandrindod Wells and Hereford and Worcester County

Museum have done in 1992, or there will be a storage

crisis relatively soon. The Society of Antiquaries'

"repository", possibly funded partially through

central government, would provide badly needed

storage, relieve the pressure upon museums and

enable better treatment of some archives at an

earlier stage. One negative aspect of the idea is

that according to Susan Pearce ("Archaeological

Curatorship" 1990, p.35) one of the achievements of

the Frere and Dimbleby reports in the 1970's was to

get museums acknowledged as the proper repository
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for the archive. The Society of Antiquaries'

recommendation might then be viewed as a retrograde

step. However, the archive would be correctly

stored (creating more posts for museum

professionals), and the inescapable fact is that

museums do not currently have the resources to

provide sufficient storage space. The chance of the

recommendation being adopted in the present

financial climate is probably small. Museums

therefore are the only institutions in a position to

make changes that will materially affect the

archive, and so at present selection is a partial

answer to the problem of overcrowding. The SMA

states that there is an urgent need for funding for

storage of archaeological collections to be

reviewed. It believes that if modes of selection,

retention and dispersal were agreed across the

country, it would provide a basis for such a review.

If the results of this survey of practice in Wales

and the Welsh Marches are representative of the

state of practice in the country as a whole, a

review of funding would make a strong case for an

increase in the money made available to museums.

The finds officer of Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological

Trust wrote, "...although we prefer to keep archives

complete, storage problems are universal." This is

a typical sentiment of professionals in the area of
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survey, and shows the uncomfortable dilemma they

face due to lack of resources.



4.0 Archaeology Unit Survey Results

4.1. Type of excavating body.

The variety of bodies that can undertake

excavation in Britain reflects the erratic

development of archaeological practice over the

decades. Time, money and other resources are not

equally distributed amongst the excavators; the

question aimed to show the variety of status amongst

excavating bodies.

50% of replies were from local authority units,

38% were independent and 12% were amateur. Some

felt that their type of unit fell into two

categories. For example, Monmouth Archaeological

Society is both amateur and independent, and the

City of Hereford Archaeology Unit operates as a

charity but with some remaining links to the City

Council. However, Monmouth is predominantly

regarded as an "amateur" organisation, as most of

its members pursue other professions whilst also

making time to spend on excavations, and Hereford

regards itself as an "independent" body overall.

Other excavators include museum departments,

such as the National Museum of Wales' "Archaeology

and Numismatics" section, university departments,



English Heritage and its Welsh counterpart Cadw, and

occasionally the National Trust.

4.2. Type of long term storage available

This is obviously an area of some difficulty

for archaeological units. Of those who replied, 25%

had little or no long term storage arrangements.

75% of storage was provided by local authority

museum services - in 1988 a survey showed that

"finance for conservation posts was shown to come

more from local government than from any other

source.". ( "Provision for Archaeological

Conservation in England and Wales", Cameron, Watkins

and Watkinson, 1988, p 11. ) This is still true of

provision for both conservation and storage in the

region studied. Only one of the of units operating

in Wales stated that it made extensive use of the

National Museum of Wales' facilities, and this was

because of a lack of museum facilities in the unit's

area.

4,3 Liaison with museums prior to excavation.

Consultation between archaeology units and the

museum expecting to be the recipient of the archive

is a point urged by recent English Heritage

publications such as "Management of Archaeological
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Projects 2", and by other influential bodies. It

should therefore be an integral part of

archaeological procedure.

However, only 25% of archaeology units were

able to give a positive answer to the question.

Some returned answers such as "not formally",

"depends", "if appropriate". Evidently there are

cases which may not work in this context of planning

ahead; small, immediate rescue digs, urgent watching

briefs or similar affairs. It is disturbing to note

that 50% of units answered in the negative to this

question concerning contact and communication within

the archaeological profession.

4.4 Percentage of rescue excavations in the

general workload.

This question regarding the number of rescue

excavations undertaken by the units has an obvious

bearing on the previous point (1.3), and on the

probable treatment of the finds generated by the

units' work. 75% of units stated that of their

yearly projects, over 50% were rescue excavations.

The majority of these existing almost entirely on

rescue work. Only one of the units contacted did no

rescue excavation at all.
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Certainly, for the archaeology unit run as a

business, rescue excavations are a major source of

income. In the event of a crisis in Wales, when no

other unit is available, the archaeologists of the

National Museum will also undertake rescue work in

addition to their research and training excavations.

4.5 Employment of a specialist finds officer.

Of the units that replied to the questionnaire,

65% stated that they did not have a specialist finds

officer, employed on a regular basis. In many cases

this may not be a matter of choice, but of finance.

Finds officers may be taken on for the duration of

the excavation and report, and laid off until the

next project. Otherwise, units use what resources

they have, and the basic cleaning and cataloguing of

artefacts will be undertaken by site assistants and

volunteers. And yet for the best results in

preventative conservation and storage, the presence

of a specialist finds officer should be a

requirement, not a luxury.
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4.6 Use of preventative conservation

techniques.

75% of units agreed that they performed

preventative conservation. "First Aid for Finds"

(Watkins et al, UKIC, 1987), laid down standards for

field archaeologists in an accessible format, and

many operate within the guidelines as funds allow.

However, it became apparent during interviews

with archaeologists and museum curators, that the

phrases "preventative" and "remedial conservation"

are the basic terminology of the museum profession.

With some individuals in field archaeology it is

questionable whether there is sufficient

understanding of the basic techniques involved,

whereas others clearly work closely with

conservators. Therefore 75% of units practise some

form of preventative conservation, (one states

"preliminary work only"), and are aware of the need

to retard the processes of decay.

4.7 Sufficient funds for conservation.

Surprisingly 65% of units felt that there were

sufficient funds available to enable material to be

sent away for remedial conservation. Had the

question asked if there were sufficient funds for
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conservation of "the archive", the results might

have been different. Money is usually made

available to conserve notable artefacts, but is more

difficult to obtain for the whole of the archive.

However, some of the 65% did qualify the answer with

words such as "usually" or "just". Glamorgan/Gwent

Archaeological Trust stated that;-

"Allocation/contingency fund required in each scheme

for x-ray/basic treatment needed for post-excavation

work. Conservation of developer-funded material

undertaken through CMW." Certainly most units seem

to pay for rudimentary conservation work, but for

little more. 12% answered that sufficient funds for

conservation are not available. Some were not able

to answer.

The second half of the question revealed that

conservation provision in the area is extremely

sparse. Units tend to use either private

conservators, or in Wales, the National Museum

conservators. The creation of a conservator's post

by the Area Museums Council in the West Midlands is

currently under discussion.

4.8 Budgeting for conservation by units.

50% of the units budget for some form of

conservation, although as seen above this may be
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basic, and some are not clear on the distinction

between preventative and remedial conservation. As

already mentioned, these seem to be museum

distinctions; one archaeologist preferred the term

"investigative" to "remedial" conservation. This

appears to mean investigation with the intent to

yield maximum information about the artefact, which

may lead to restoration of an artefact to

approximately its former state. The best

illustration of investigative conservation is the

treatment of corroded metalwork, as in the instance

of a Roman bronze panel excavated at Caerleon by

Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological Trust (GGAT) in the

mid-1980's, which was sent for X-radiographs and

cleaned to show a winged Victory. Yet if "remedial"

conservation repairs damage done to an artefact,

then the terms describe the same process. English

Heritage also use the term in "Exploring Our Past",

and the conservator J.M Cronyn in "The Elements of

Archaeological Conservation" (1990) divides the

process into on-site conservation, laboratory

conservation and long-term conservation by control

of the environment, i.e. preventatative

conservation. However, the conservators contacted

also used the terms "remedial" and "preventative" in

distinguishing between types of conservation.



25% of the units declined to answer whether

they budgeted for conservation, and another 25%

answered in the negative, only in one case because

they were "funded sufficiently".

4.9. Storage of Artefacts by Units.

During and after post-excavation work, 50% of

archaeology archives are stored at the premises of

the archaeological units before deposition with a

museum. They are therefore subject to the heat and

relative humidity (RH) fluctuations of the office.

Follow-up visits showed that stores can be

overcrowded: at the Hereford unit the finds are

A-

stored in a separate room with no windows, but the

shelving is a mixture of dexion steel and wood with

surplus boxes stacked upon each other. The

standards of packaging and housekeeping are poor,

and the room is also the unit kitchen. At the

larger premises of the Worcester county unit, a

bigger room is available but conditions are still

cramped. Part of the archive is housed in a 1960's

ex-school building and 90% of one wall is glass.

Consequently the light levels are exceptionally

high. GGAT has a warehouse for finds storage,

replacing one that was destroyed by fire in 1983,

which resulted in a great loss of archaeological
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material. Microclimates are used at GGAT for

sensitive finds. 25% are placed at a museum store,

particularly as some units and museum services

operate from shared premises. 25% of units use

other areas for storage.

This was obviously a source of worry for the

authors of "Provision for Archaeological

Conservation in England and Wales" (Cameron et al.,

1988, p.17)

"Storage facilities for small finds immediately

after excavation and subsequently in museums is

generally of a very low standard. Many stores

suffer from structural and spacial deficiency, from

lack of environmental control and monitoring

equipment, from inadequate staffing levels and from

a shortage of packaging materials."

In Wales and the Welsh Marches, 1992-3, this

still holds true. Partly to redress this balance,

Hereford and Worcester County Museum has had a

purpose-built store erected and appointed a Keeper

of Archaeology on a one-year contract to manage the

process of transition.

The survey showed that the length of time the

archive is stored at unit offices can vary

tremendously. The average was between two months

and five years, although one unit experiencing

problems with its local museum, stated, "Up to 17



years and counting!". Up to 55% answered

"indefinite" or "variable". In practice, some units

hold material that has been excavated up to 20 years

ago and have not yet written the report.

Unfortunately, this somewhat cavalier treatment of

the archive can also be found in some university

archaeology departments, and not just of British

artefacts.

4.10 Discarding material prior to storage.

Discarding artefacts prior to storage is a

topical problem with heritage bodies and finds

research groups. Lists of recommendations are

currently circulating amongst those it affects.

There are really two questions under discussion;

whether to discard, and what to discard. The

results of this survey show that archaeologists tend

to be conservative on the matter of discarding; 65%

say that they do not discard material, and one

qualified "not yet". Another unit only discarded

"modern" material, but as students at Sheffield and

Oxford are told that archaeology continues to study

twentieth century sites, (up until 1949), it is

difficult to understand precisely what this unit

rej ects.

Of the units that replied, in late 1992 not one

had a system where the museum specified what to



discard prior to storage. The one exception was a

curator who refused to accept quantities of slag.

Material from sites excavated by GGAT is either

selected for disposal at the unit offices or in the

museum, which presumably means that the excavators

and the respective curator must consult each other.

4.11. Sharing a recording system.

88% of units stated that they do not share a

recording system with the recipient museum. This

could be/; problematic- for the unit or other

researchers if, in the future, they might wish to

consult material from a past excavation that has

been accepted and accessioned by a museum. The

system of documentation and numbering could well

have been changed. This is particularly true of

material deposited without its documentation.

However, considering the small numbers of

researchers, it must be said that a shared recording

system is more in the interest of the recipient

museum, as the time, effort and materials expended

in recataloguing, labelling and marking artefacts

can be enormous. In one case, that of GGAT

(Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological Trust) and Newport

Museum the recording systems, although not shared,

were stated to be "compatible." This is probably



due to the fact that the present museum director was

instrumental in setting up the Archaeological Trust.

Another unit contacted by the survey stated that it

was interested in developing a shared system with

its local museum.

4,12. Awareness of the Museums and Galleries

Commission list of approved museums.

The MGC has published a list of museums with

good standards of storage, to whom material should

be offered by units working in the locality rather

than to other museums in the area. This, however,

was drawn up to work in conjunction with English

Heritage's grant-aid scheme, which applies to

English Heritage funded excavations. The replies to

the survey show that 65% of the units have been made

aware of the list, despite the fact that the

system does not operate in Wales. It must however

be remembered that Welsh units can tender for work

across the border, in which case the issue of

finding a suitable museum might arise. The

production of such a directory containing all

museums able to take in archives and maintain them

to a sufficiently high standard might be a good

means of protection for the non-grant funded

archive.



4.13. Funding by developers for

post-excavation work on artefacts.

Most units (65%) do manage to persuade

developers to contribute towards the conservation

and packaging of finds, although one emphasised "in

most cases". As a large majority of excavations are

operating under 'rescue' conditions and not those of

funded research, it is very important that units

should convince developers to contribute towards the

costs of this aspect of post-excavation work.

Packaging finds in non-pollutant materials is not a

cause likely to appeal to the general public; nor is

the developer legally bound to finance it. The

survey results show that 35% of units fail to

persuade developers to go a step further and fund

this necessary area of post-excavation work.

Perhaps it is unreasonable to expect money from this

source, as developers can find 'unexpected'

archaeological deposits very costly. Others do not

have the interest or goodwill to aid archaeologists

in their work. Packaging and preventative

conservation are therefore areas of low funding.

4.14. Legal title to artefacts.

For some units, legal title does not seem to be

an issue, as they seem amenable to leaving the



ownership of the artefacts to the landowner.

Otherwise the explanation must be that most fail to

persuade the owner to part with finds, and this is

likely to be the case if the finds have monetary

value. Only 38% of units were able to state that,

in the main, legal title goes to the recipient

museum. This is an issue of great importance to

museums, as curating loaned items can create many

problems. Current museum practice discourages

museums from accepting long-term loans, and this is

having an effect on at least one archaeological

service in the surveyed region operating from a

shared base with a museum;

"In the past, issue of ownership of finds not

raised and therefore still belong to landowners (if

they still exist), but kept in our stores. Use of

5106[?] agreements for excavations allows us to

exert pressure to give finds; they are given to

[the] City, not a specific section." [sic]

75% of units say that they discuss ownership of

the finds before excavation, and some added that

they include the matter in the contract. These

latter were in the minority. It seems fair to

conclude that this is an area where units could

expend a little more energy, and make stronger

attempts to gain the archive for the museum.
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4.15. The length of time a unit deposits the

archive with a museum.

The units were asked to give the amount of time

that they expected to keep the archive with the

museum. Despite the fact that they may not have

been able to obtain legal title of the collection

for the museum, 75% expected to be able to deposit

the archive on a permanent basis. One particular

answer was true of several cases, "Permanent loan

basis, if the landowner agrees."

Units appear to expect to be able to deposit

archives with a museum permanently, which indicates

that they consider the archive of importance for

future generations, and also that despite the

problem of legal title in some cases they do not

expect a refusal from the museum. 25% declared that

the question was "not applicable", but failed to

state why, except in the case of one unit that was

still negotiating the transfer of archives to a

museum. None of the units appeared to be

considering a review cycle for the material once in

the museum.



4.16. Selection or complete retention of the

archive.

The units were asked whether they advocated

retention of the complete archive, or whether they

were amenable to making a selection of

representative material from it. Once again, the

archaeologists who replied tended to be conservative

on this issue. Current documents like English

Heritage's "Management of Archaeological Projects 2"

assume that selection is already being practised,

and to a certain extent this is true. It is also

true that many archaeologists in Wales and the Welsh

Marches are following their own principles on this

matter - 65% of those who replied were in favour of

complete retention of the excavation archive.

Follow-up interviews showed that the reason behind

this conviction was that selection would prejudice

future research based on the archive.

Despite this, 35% were in favour of taking a

selection of representative material. Chester's

archaeological service returned a reply that

summarises the position of most units, "The question

of discarding not addressed in past - very

time-consuming to do it retrospectively; intend to

do it for recent/current excavations. Criteria to

be worked out."
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GGAT's finds officer advocated complete

retention of the archive but added that some limited

selection is essential.

Monmouth Archaeological Society advocate

complete retention of their own archive, as their

mediaeval stratigraphical deposits are so good that

they can act as a dating sequence for artefacts

found throughout the country. Therefore they

consider it imperative to keep every item, except

for the large quantities of kiln waste that they

have excavated. Their answer to the question was

therefore more subjective.

4.17. Exhibition Areas.

50% of the units that replied do have their own

exhibition area, though in most cases it is a

limited one. Others that answered in the negative

do, however, often have small photographic

exhibitions on site or at the office. One unit with

its own small display area is also negotiating for

the use of museum space for temporary display.

4.18. Tendering for work in other regions.

Tendering for work is becoming a major feature

of archaeological practice. Developers or heritage

bodies in control of the project ask units to put in



an estimate of how much it would cost to employ that

unit for the job, and the most competitive tender is

accepted. It is possible that the process could

lead to underbudgeting in the area of finds

management the effort to present a more attractive

price to the developer. It also means that as more

units are working on sites outside their own

geographical area, museums have to liaise with a

variety of units not familiar with their standards

and method of working.

Whatever the strengths and weaknesses of the

system, it seems likely to stay. In Wales and the

Welsh Marches, 65% of units that replied tender for

work outside their geographical area. The one

remaining unit that did not reply, Dyfed, is also

known to work outside its own county. In addition

to this, archaeologists from such areas as Wessex,

Cirencester, Birmingham and Oxford also tender for

work in this region.

Archaeological units were then asked that when

working away, what criteria were used to choose a

museum to whom to donate the finds after excavation.

Strangely, most were vague on the subject. One

local authority unit replied, "The County Council is

currently developing an archaeological collections

strategy to supplement the general philosophy

currently used." This evasiveness is representative
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of a general unwillingness to be specific about what

happens when outside the county, perhaps because the

problem is still in its infancy. The units that did

reply directly to the question stated that they

would ask the county's museum service to recommend a

local museum, or in the case of EH funded work, use

the MGC list of approved museums. The City of

Hereford Archaeological Unit wrote that it usually

"should be stated on project brief issued by

archaeological curator." This of course requires

the curator to work with excavators at the

preliminary stages of the project, and evidently

some do.

4.19. Environmental samples.

The amount of samples taken per excavation

varies greatly according to site. Monmouth, once

again due to the exceptional state of preservation

of its archaeology, consistently take c.20-50

samples. The lowest amount any unit gave was 5;

10-50 was the average answer. Storage of samples

can be demanding for a museum, and samples are not

particularly popular with some of the curators

consulted, mainly because in the past they have

arrived poorly packaged and documented, and their

educational use in a museum is limited.



4.20. Reburial or sale of artefacts.

Reburial of artefacts is a contentious issue,

but one that has been put forward by specialists as

a means to cope with the overcrowding of museum

stores by excavation archives. The idea is to take

out repetitive or relatively unimportant artefacts

from the archive and rebury them on a specific site,

suitably bagged and marked, and their location

noted.

When asked whether they would consider the

option, 50% of units said that they would, (although

one said kiln waste only), whilst another 38% were

against it. The remainder did not answer. If

selection must take place, reburial may be more

acceptable to archaeologists than pulverisation of

the finds. Reburial of artefacts is already

practised by British archaeologists working on the

site of Jez-Reel in Israel. (Personal

communication.) In the region surveyed, GGAT is the

only unit to have practised reburial so far.

Another method of dispersal for unwanted finds

might be the sale of small items, such as sherds.

It has occurred on British sites in the past. This

was an unpopular suggestion with the majority of

units that replied. 25% would consider the

possibility, but 65% gave an emphatic "no" to the



proposition. One wrote, "Dangerous to sell finds

from developer-funded excavations, because;

1) Developer/landowner would presumably want

their 'cut',

2) If we profit from sale of antiquities, why

shouldn't they charge for the whole archive,

which we want them to give us?!"

The ramifications of such action could indeed

spread much further than imagined. Despite this,

two units have found ingenious methods of disposing

of unwanted material. One gave away slag from their

exhibition area at site as free momentoes for the

visitor. Another, perhaps more unethically, sold

bags of 'pure', historic, organic earth from the

site. Surprisingly, this was popular with visitors

and the unit made a profit. The same unit also

lends or donates unwanted material to schools.

4.21. Attitude to the archive after deposition

with the museum.

When asked whether they felt responsible for

the archive even after deposition with an approved

museum, 50% of units said no. These tended to be

larger organisations, whether independent or local

authority, although one added that they "would

advise" The units that did maintain an interest in



the archive (38%) were smaller and included amateur

units. GGAT replied "We would definately like to

think that the archive was curated properly and

accessible on request." The majority of units

evidently felt that the excavation archive, once

deposited, was solely the responsibility of the

museum. This may be the result of a literal

interpretation of the question, reading

"responsibility" as a term only appropriate when the

work is unfinished, instead of taking it to mean

that they maintain a continuing interest in the

archive that they produced. There is most

definitely an element of estrangement here, best

shown by one reply, "At the moment we keep it [the

archive] ourselves until post-excavation is complete

- this will be years as we need access to the

material at all times and this is not possible in

the museum." Follow-up interviews reiterated this

view - once in the museum the archive appears lost

to the unit.
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5.0 Museum Survey Results.

5.1. Types of museum.

Museums contacted by the survey were asked

whether their museum fell into one of the following

categories; independent, local authority, university

or national.

All but two of the museums replied and returned

the questionnaire; in one case this was because the

museum was run as part of the National Museum of

Wales and although it displayed material on site,

curation and conservation were undertaken at

Cardiff.

86% of replies came from local authority

museums, 7% from national museums and one reply was

from the English Heritage archaeology store for the

West Midlands, which wrote in response to a

questionnaire being sent to an English Heritage site

museum. Preliminary research showed which museums

possessed reasonably substantial archaeological

archives, whether gathered recently or in the past.

These were contacted, and it became evident that

provision for archaeological storage in the area is

largely in the hands of local authorities. No

independent museum in the area was the recipient of

a large archive, but some have a very small amount
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of artefacts that have been unstratified finds,

small holes dug by amateurs or workmen in the town,

or donations from local residents over the decades.

Such museums were visited whenever possible, or

secondary sources consulted. As a whole, because of

the small nature of their collections, they were not

relevant to the survey.

5.2. The proportion of archaeological

material in total collections.

29% of the museums have archaeological archives

amounting to 10% or under of their total collections

but 50% of museums have archaeological material

constituting up to 40% of their complete

collections. Archaeology has an even higher profile

in the remaining 21% of museums, who have artefacts

making up 60% and over of their total collections.

The purpose of this and the following question was

to build up a picture of the museums' collections in

order to give more relevance to the answers.

t

5.3. The amount of pre-1950 excavation

material in archaeological collections.

Archaeology as a science has made major

advances since the 1950's. Methods of excavation

have similarly changed and with the recovery of more
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information, analysis has led to reinterpretation of

many aspects of history. Much more information can

be retrieved now through excavation, and this can

only improve in the decades ahead. Museums with

pre-1950's excavated material can have difficulties

in providing enough detail to accompany the

artefacts in an exhibition, because the information

about the particular circumstances of the objects

displayed is lacking. The public now expects to be

told more than can be conveyed by the simple

presence of artefacts in an exhibition case. The

conservation needs of artefacts excavated over forty

years ago will be different to recently excavated

and conserved items, and create a backlog of

material for the conservator to work on in addition

to the more recent archive. The museums were asked

what percentage of their archaeology collections

were pre-1950, and the results of the survey were as

follows:

29% of museums - 5% or under

21% of museums - 50-60%

21% of museums - 65-70%

21% of museums - 75-80%

7% of the museums could not answer the

question, largely because new staff were unable to

account for the extent of the collections.



In total therefore, 64% of the museums that

replied stated that over half of their collections

had been accumulated in the 'early days' of

archaeological expertise. One curator in a

follow-up interview wished to point out that in his

county, pre-1950 modes of excavation were still in

use up until the 1970's. This may also be true of

other counties.

5.4. Proportion of the collections on display.

The material from an average excavation that is

suitable for a museum display may be a small

fraction of the overall volume of the finds. A

visit to any museum holding archaeological material

will show that requirements of display are high; a

complete pot is usually required, and incomplete

examples are likely to be reconstructed with

plaster. On site, the complete vessel is a

comparative rarity, and the archive is more likely

to contain large quantities of sherds from unrelated

ceramics. Alternatively, sites can produce a wealth

of various material from worked bone implements to

the more rare scraps of cloth; even so, half of the

museums replied that 5% and under of their

archaeology collections were on display. This does

seem to indicate an underused resource, especially



as another 21% have just 10-20% of their archaeology

on display. More positively, 36% of the museums

have 20-40% on view to the public. Some museums do

not have the space to display as much as they could,

and funding for fixed exhibitions in local authority

museums seems mostly to have been frozen.

One museum only declared that it had 100% of

its collections on display, and this was a museum

situated on a very productive Roman site. The

curator at Shrewsbury's Rowleys House museum felt

that its collection was potentially 100%

displayable, if the finance were available.

5.5. Active collecting policies for

archaeological artefacts.

The "active collecting policy" is a concept

that is becoming much more widespread as a result of

the introduction of the Museum Registration scheme

in 1989. This requests the production of policy

documents as part of a museum's application to

become registered.

Consequently, 57% of the museums answered that

they did have an active collecting policy. 36% have

not, but, at the time of questioning, two museums

intended to create one within the forthcoming year.

One museum did not answer directly, enclosing



instead its county council policy document. This

contains two paragraphs specifically about

archaeology; one is taken verbatim from the

registration guidelines, concerning the county

service museums' refusal to accept material that may

have been the product of "recent unscientific or

intentional destruction or damage of ancient

monuments or other known archaeological sites, or

involved a failure to disclose the finds to the

owner or occupier of the land, or to the proper

authorities in the case of Treasure Trove..."

The other paragraph defines the role of the

museum in respect to archaeology, which is to render

the products or excavation accessible to the public.

Only the compete archive plus its documentation is

collected, but stray finds are also accepted,

providing that the museum can provide adequate

storage and conservation and that no special

conditions are attached to the gift.

This is a very basic document and seems to be a

'passive' rather than 'active' policy. The county

museums in question are not going out to acquire

objects to 'gap fill' their collections; instead

they appear to have little control over what they

accept, simply taking excavation archives that

presumably come from local sites. So although the

term 'active collecting policy' may be used amongst
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museum professionals, it is debatable how many of

the 57% recognised the extent of the question.

However, it is safe to state that 57% of the museums

questioned have a collecting policy that is able to

accommodate the results of local excavation.

5.6. Specialist archaeological officers.

In 57% of museums in Wales and the Welsh

Marches there is a specialist archaeological

officer. Employment of a museum archaeologist is

obviously more likely to be found in a larger,

well-financed museum, but in one case the director

of a small museum also considered herself to be an

acting archaeological officer. Of the 43% who

stated that they did not have such a post, one

museum shared facilities with the local

archaeological service and had close working

connections with them, and another has since

appointed a Keeper of Archaeology. The creation of

this post followed on from the building of a

controlled archaeology store.

21% of the museums do undertake excavations,

though in one instance a museum returned the answer

"limited in connection with archaeological unit."

The museums that excavate appear to do so as a 'last



resort' if an archaeology unit is not available, and

one curator said that he also negotiates contracts

for other archaeologists if his museum cannot

undertake the work. The National Museum of Wales,

Cardiff, participates in training excavations.

However, in the majority of cases (79%), excavation

is divorced from curation, and the services are

housed separately.

5.7. Museum links with local archaeologists

and metal detector users.

Archaeological artefacts are likely to come

from five sources; archaeology units, heritage

bodies (e.g the National Trust), amateur antiquarian

societies, metal detector users and finally from

members of the public. Good personal contact,

especially with the latter three, may mean that

artefacts and associated information are brought to

the attention of the museum, rather than remaining

undeclared. This is especially important if the

museum houses the local Sites and Monuments Record.

93% of museums state that they have links with

the local archaeology unit and antiquarian

societies, but only 50% had established links with

metal detector enthusiasts. Relationships between

archaeologists and those who use metal detectors
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have been fraught in past years, and this makes such

people less likely to approach the museum to ask

for information or to share it.

It seems therefore that the initiative to make

contact must come from the museum. Follow-up

interviews revealed, however, that some museum

archaeologists are reluctant to do so because they

are aware of past incidences involving

archaeological destruction and unscrupulous

behaviour by detector users. One curator managed to

establish some sort of a relationship with users of

metal detectors, but encountered some who were

belligerent, destructive and hostile to authority

figures. This city tended to be unlucky with local

societies; according to its archaeology unit,

"...one or two of which neither get funding for the

excavation (i.e. do it off their own bat) and

therefore have no provisions for finds curation or

effective study. This can be made worse where the

material is stored in garages and homes and not

declared to either museum service or archaeological

service." On a more positive note, the museum

concerned had a dedicated and enthusiastic team of

volunteers.

Others curators have been more successful. In

the city of Shrewsbury, curator and metal detector

users have evolved a close partnership. Metal



detector users have been encouraged to use the

museum facilities like any member of the public, and

the curator organises lectures for the group. This

positive education and reluctance to treat the

detector users as potential criminals has, according

to the curator, been its own reward. Members of the

detector club work on derelict sites under threat of

destruction or green fields, and they operate a

policing system if strangers are seen detecting in

the area. Their discoveries have led to sites being

scheduled and most material seems to get declared

eventually. Some members have left artefacts in

their will to the museum. The partnership seems to

have grown because the detector users are treated

like historians, and not like irresponsible

citizens. The relationship is the result of years

of work by both parties, but with the impetus

originally coming from the museum.

5.8. Museums storage capacity for archives.

The question on the extent of the museum's

storage capacity proved difficult to answer in most

cases, with two museums declining to reply. Another

museum answered that it was "variable", which does

not appear to be logical. Some museums spoke in

terms of cupboards (and one museum used an old



cinema projection room), whilst county museums spoke

in terms of bays in industrial units. The amount in

cubic metres varied from 35.5 to 90,000, but it is

fair to say that the overall result of the question

indicated that storage is often cramped, far from

ideal and often no better than that provided by

archaeological units.

5.9. Storage of bulk and sensitive objects.

Nearly all of the museums (93%) felt that they

could accommodate bulk objects at their museum

store, but only 71% could store artefacts needing a

controlled environment. As most excavations produce

unstable artefacts, the fact that only 71% of

museums could store them correctly is disturbing and

condemns many items to decay. Follow-up interviews

also produced disturbing information about the type

of provision accorded to bulk finds, which will be

discussed later.

5.10. Use of preventative conservation

techniques on stored archives.

Preventative conservation should not be an

option for museums but should be an integral part of

their curating. Even the Museum Registration



scheme, which as yet only expects the most basic of

conservation techniques of participating museums,

states, "... all reasonable steps should be taken to

preserve the collections. Access to professional

conservation advice is essential..."

It would seem reasonable to suppose that the

museums contacted by the survey comply with this,

and in most cases achieve even higher standards.

The results, however, show a different state of

affairs. Only 71% of the museums believed that they

used preventative conservation techniques on their

archives. 29% do not, but all except one expressed

the hope that they would in the future, replying

with phrases such as "not yet" or "not at present."

These museums tended to be in the Welsh Marches, and

were all local authority managed services, not

amateur, underfunded organisations.

5.11. Refusal of material due to lack of

storage space.

At the time of the survey, the museums

contacted had never had to turn away artefacts due

to lack of storage space or similar problems. The

reason for this is that so far they have managed to

find space in the museum buildings, even though the

conditions in such areas are admitted to be far from



the ideal. Museum visits further illustrated this;

for example, in Worcester boxes of human skeletal

material are being housed in a leaking, unheated

attic. Museums housed in historic buildings often

have special environmental problems to combat, and

in the Welsh Marches this is particularly acute in

museums situated in timber-framed houses. The beams

can create large amounts of dust and the buildings

can get extremely cold in unheated portions so that

achieving constant temperatures and RH is not

possible. Finally, the panel infilling between

timbers presents security problems, as this could be

knocked out and used as a means of illegal entry.

In at least two cases, archaeological archives were

being housed in the attics of such buildings;

elsewhere they are to be found in cupboards,

passages and cellars.

Despite the fact that so far, none of the

museums have had to turn artefacts away, 50% of the

replies added that they would soon have to start to

refuse material offered to them. Chester wrote,

"We [the museum and city unit] are pretty well

full but lack of developments in the city at the

moment are giving us breathing space."

This is reflective of the position of most

museums contacted by the survey. Only two have

recently been able to gain the funding to create
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more storage space, Worcester County Museum and

Llandrindod Wells. Other museums are conscious of

being in an untenable position, and see selection of

artefacts from the archive as their best answer to

the problem of diminishing space.

5.12. Selection of material before accession.

The potential crisis in archive storage is

widely accepted to be a very real problem. Many

professionals consider selection of representative

material from the archive before museum accessioning

to be one effective way to slow the acceleration of

the problem. 50% of museums stated that they

already practiced selection, although one said

"sometimes." 36% did not use the method, but the

phrase "but will have to" was added in most cases.

The remainder were not able to answer.

Only one of the 36% said that it did not

practise selection because it was opposed to the

option, on the principle that the procedure could

have detrimental results on future research.

Another museum archaeologist was not enthusiastic

about selection, but felt forced into practising the

method herself before her superiors decided the

matter for her, rejecting material that she would

prefer to retain. Museum curators tended to be less
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conservative about accepting selection than field

archaeologists, probably because the problems of

overcrowding are more immediately obvious to the

former, situated as they are at the end of the

archaeological "chain of being".

If material is selected before accession, the

survey showed that the responsibility for the

decision is generally shared between the excavators

and the museum. (57% of museum replies stated both

were active in the decision.) 7% of museums said

the excavators made the choice of what to discard,

and 21% said that the choice was principally the

museum's. One museum stated that it would be

equally responsible for selection with

archaeologists "in future", but until 1993/4 they

would have no policy in the subject.

5.13. Conservation prior to storage.

The question of whether material is conserved

prior to storage in museums proved too general to

elicit a simple response. It was intended to show

how much work is undertaken by units on the archive,

and how much of this expensive aspect of

post-excavation is left to the recipient museum,

making curation of the archive an even more costly

prospect. Although 21% of the museums said that the



archive did not get conserved prior to deposition

with them, half of the 71% who replied that it did,

qualified the answer with "sometimes", "if possible"

or similar phrases. Clearly, this is not quite so

satisfactory as it first appears.

Of the 50% who answered the second half of the

question, on whether conservation commissioned by

the archaeology unit met the museum's house

standard, 43% said yes, and 7% said no. It seems

likely, considering the size and funding of the

majority of the museums surveyed, that some of the

number cannot afford the best standards of

conservation, but instead accept whatever can be

done.

5.14. Funding for conservation and storage,

once the archive is accepted by the museum.

Even after the archive is accepted and

accessioned by the museum, the prospect of the

artefacts receiving remedial conservation appears to

be limited. 28% of the museums stated that funds

were not readily available to pay for conservation;

64% felt that this was not true in their case and

that the finance was accessible, but a further 21%

of these added that it was only forthcoming in small



amounts. There is clearly not a largesse of funds

in the majority of cases.

Similarly, although 71% felt that they had

access to funding for storage purposes, 14% of these

stipulated that it was only available in small

amounts. 21% of the museums answered the question

directly, stating that funds were insufficient for

the purpose of storage, or were not available.

When it was provided, the majority of funding

was provided by the respective local authority.

Developers and English Heritage were the next two

resources mentioned, and lastly, in Wales the
«.r

National Museum provided funding. Cadw do^not
provide funds for this purpose.

5.15. Presence of a conservator on the staff.

Only 35% of the museums have an in-house

conservator. In Wales, with the exception of those

of the Monmouth Borough Council Museums Service,

conservators were on the staff of museums run by the

National Museum of Wales. English Heritage has a

conservation laboratory to which material is sent

from the West Midlands store, and finally, Hereford

City Museum has two conservators on staff, but

neither are archaeology specialists.



If they did not employ a conservator on the

staff, museums were then asked if they had regular

consultations with, or little access to, a

conservator. 43% regularly consult one - the

Council of Museums in Wales can provide conservators

in such instances - but 29% said that they had

little access to this important source of advice.

Again, this is an aspect that may be changed by the

requirements of Museum Registration; to gain the

status of a registered museum, "details of the

person[s]/organisation[s] normally consulted should

be provided" to the MGC, as proof of conservation

advice being taken. (Guidelines for Museum

Registration, MGC, 1989, p.9).

5.16. Museums approved by the MGC for storage

of excavation archives.

In 1981, the MGC, after taking recommendations

from Area Museums Councils, published a list of

museums whose standards of storage and available

space made them suitable to receive archives from

centrally-funded excavation work. (Then financed by

the DoE.) "Accordingly, only museum institutions

which can meet the standards prescribed by the

Museums and Galleries Commission in this document

will be deemed eligible by the Museums and Galleries
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Commission for grant aid from the Historic Buildings

and Monuments Commission." (Eligibility Criteria for

the Grant Aided Storage of Excavation Archives, MGC,

1986,p.2.)

One thing the results of the survey

immediately made clear, was that the scheme is

particular to England. Now operated by the "quango"

English Heritage, the scheme does not appear to have

a similar version run in Wales either by Cadw or the

Council of Museums in Wales, although one museum

said that it was approved for storage by the latter.

Of the English museums contacted by the survey

43% were approved by the MGC to receive archives

from English Heritage funded excavations. Of the

remaining 57%, one has since built a special store

for archaeology, and has become accepted by the MGC

for Inclusion on the list. Another museum replied;

"...we did attempt to gain approval (in 1986) but

the curator of the time baulked at the commitment to

keep all the archive in perpetuity, and approval was

not granted. ( I should say that I agreed with his

stance - it seems that, many years later, others are

finally realising the sheer impracticality of it.) "

The list is helpful to any archaeological unit

working in England, if funding for their project is

supplied or part-supplied by EH. Transferral of the

archive should, theoretically, be more smooth if a
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museum is used to taking regular quantities of

material, which then also becomes eligible for grant

aid. The approved museums were next asked whether

these funds were sufficient to maintain the

collections in perpetuity; only half of those

qualified to reply thought that the money available

was enough for the purpose. The remaining 50%

disagreed, one saying that the money funded the

collections "up to publication standard only." Two

more museums, though not themselves MGC approved for

storage of the material, felt able to state that the

MGC funds alone could not maintain the archives in

perpetual storage; presumably the curators of these

museums were interested in the subject.

5.17. The average amount of years excavation

archives are deposited with the museum.

The general expectation of museum and field

archaeologists appears to be that, once lodged with

the museum, the archive is expected to stay there in

perpetuity. 64% of museums answered to this effect,

21% were not able to answer, and the remainder (with

one exception, see below,) wrote "no stipulation".

This could either mean that archives are accepted

just with the understanding that they are being

stored until other claims are made on the material,
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or that they are stored with the underlying

assumption that they will remain with the museum in

perpetuity. One curator appeared to believe that

the term "archive" related only to the

paper/documentary archive when he replied "none" to

the amount of years the archive is deposited with

his museum. Since the museum in question did have

archaeological collections, this is another instance

of failure to understand the language of the

questionnaire. The term "archaeological archive"

has been defined by one museum from outside the

survey region as "...all documentary and object

elements originating from fieldwork carried out

under a single contract between the contracting

archaeologist and the developer." (Lincolnshire

County Council Museums Service policy document,

1993.) This has become the accepted definition of

the word "archive" amongst most professionals, with

English Heritage choosing to clarify the word in its

context by using either "site archive" "research

archive" or "project archive" in its own

publications, where necessary. However, the use of

"archive" to mean simply the documentary components

of the overall collected information is no longer

current in the field of archaeological storage.

Finally, one curator claimed in interview

that material in the care of her museum was subject



to a five-year review cycle, as recommended by the

Society of Museum Archaeologists. Unfortunately,

the contributing archaeology unit was not able to

substantiate this.

5.18. Legal title to artefacts in the museum's

possession.

There are at least twice as many museums with

archaeological collections in the region surveyed as

there are archaeological units, and these museums

can receive archives from various sources. This may

account for the variation between museum and unit

answers on this question of who, in the case of one

typical excavation, has legal title to the archive's

artefacts. 43% of museum replies said that the

museum obtains title to the artefacts; the

archaeological curator at Shrewsbury will not accept

archives unless legal title has been given to

Shrewsbury Borough Museums. In only 7% of cases the

landowner owned the objects, but 36% said that title

could belong to museum/ landowner, or a triumvirate

of unit, museum and landowner. The latter answer

apparently disregarded the form of the question, and

the curators presumably meant that an archive might

belong to one of the three, depending on the

circumstances of its excavation. Only one reply



stated that the archaeologists retained legal title

to the artefacts. The survey also showed that

although the artefacts may be gifted to a museum,

this often means that the material becomes the

property of the respective local authority

responsible for the museum.

When the museums were next asked whether the

question of legal title had been resolved prior to

excavation, 57% answered that it had. No negative

replies were returned, but others passed on the

question and one curator gave the non committal

answer "sometimes".

5.19 Shared recording systems between

archaeology units and museums.

50% of museums said that they shared a

recording system with units that placed material in

storage with them. A follow-up interview with an

archaeological unit showed that in one case the unit

did not agree with the respective museum's

statement. Of the 50%, 7% of museum replies added,

perhaps more accurately, that the systems were

"compatible". Of those that remained, 43% answered

in the negative to the question of shared systems.



5.20 Use of archaeological material in

outreach activities.

Archaeological material not on display

generally appears to be put to good use elsewhere;

57% said that they used material in outreach

activities, such as school packs. 43% do not,

although one museum intends to set up such a

programme, and another participates in the National

Museum of Wales' school service.

5.21 Facilities for researchers

All the museums felt that they were able to

offer facilities for researchers; only one added

"limited" after the answer. This surprising result

was explained in part when, during follow-up

interviews the question was expanded upon. A

frequent answer to the question then was, "Well, I'm

talking to you, aren't I?" Evidently this falls

short of the type of provision described in 1992 by

the MGC's "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Objects". This recommends that,

"A suitable study area must be available with

good light, power points, low-powered binocular

microscope, equipment to read records (disks,

x-rays, slides, microfiches), clear table space,

access to washbasins and WC, and free of food, drink
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and tobacco smoke." ( Section 4, p.21.)

The document also adds that the area should have

the same environmental conditions as the area of

storage as far as is practical and without

occasioning the researcher to work in illegally cold

temperatures. In museums that are having to use all

areas, however unsuitable, for storage of the

archives, the possibility of being able to supply

such a room is remote. Some museums cannot afford

the equipment described even for their own work

purposes. ( One county museum in the survey area has

had to borrow a suitable microscope from a member of

the public.) Interviews showed that the researcher

is more likely to be offered hastily cleared office

space than such a room. However, and perhaps more

importantly, all the museums that replied seemed

very willing to help researchers, despite the fact

that enquiries can take up a great deal of a

curator's time. It must be acknowledged that such

enquiries justify the retention of the archive and

therefore should be part of the curator's work; even

so, the aid that researchers receive depends very

much on the attitude of the curator rather than the

curator's ability. Hence, though the curator in

charge of one department of archaeology in a Welsh

museum did not return the questionnaire, other

members of staff attempted to supply the deficiency.



5.22 Do museums feel that space taken up by

archaeological collections could be put to better

use?

Archaeological collections are very costly in

terras of space. When many of the artefacts can be

undisplayable sherds, bone or slag, curators with

other commitments as well as archaeology could

conceivably resent this use of space. This does

not, however, seem to be the case. 100% of the

answers given by the museums showed that they were

committed to archaeological storage, though the

feeling now seems to be that the selection of

representative finds would best serve the needs of

archaeological storage.



6.0 The Survey Results - Discussion.

6.1 Funding.

The method of funding museums and units is

different on the two sides of the Welsh border. In

England the Department of National Heritage feeds

money to the Museums and Galleries Commission which

in turn funds Area Museum Councils and English

museums, particularly with the grant aided storage

scheme. The majority of funding for the museums in

the survey area of the Welsh Marches comes from the

local authorities' budgets. In Wales, the

Department of National Heritage money is passed

through the Welsh Office, which administers funds to

Cadw (the Welsh HBMC), the Council of Museums in

Wales (CMW) and the National Museum of Wales. The

Council of Museums in Wales is the Area Museums

Council for the principality, providing similar

assistance to museums as each regional Area Museums

Council does across the border. Once again the bulk

of museum funding in most cases comes from the local

authority. Cadw, in addition to the sites in its

guardianship, funds three conservators and the four

independent regional archaeology units;

Glamorgan/Gwent, Clwyd/Powys, Gwynedd and finally

Dyfed. These were set up in 1975. According to two



Welsh conservators, Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological

Trust produces the greatest volumes of finds,

followed by Dyfed. The latter did not reply to the

survey: there are also "amateur" excavators in

Wales, notably Monmouth Archaeological Society which

has won awards. Archaeological units in England are

set up on a different basis, and it would be true to

say that this has been arrived at in a very

"piecemeal" fashion. In the Welsh Marches all owe

their origins to the local authority but were

usually created only after amateur excavations in

the area in the 1970's. Consequently, the majority

are partially local authority funded and also

operate as a business.

Accordingly, the museums and archaeology units

were first asked by the survey the nature of their

constitution, and the question showed that many of

the units felt that they fell into several different

categories. For the museums the question

established the basic nature of their governing and

financial status, which helped to indicate their

capacity for archaeological storage. For example, a

museum run by the National Museum of Wales will have

access to the parent body's curatorial resources,

whereas a similar sized local authority museum in

England will have less professional advantages.



The status of an archaeology unit can also bear

an imporant relation to the final resting place of

the excavation archive. The survey and follow-up

interviews show that a local authority unit usually

has strong working links with the local authority

museum service. Although the actual relationship

between the archaeologists_and the curators might

not be as warm as this implies, there is still an

established chain of procedure for the movement of

the archive from unit to museum. This procedure is

an informal rather than documented one in most

cases, but overall, local units can be certain that

their museum counterpart will accept the artefacts

that they excavate. This seems to put them in a

more favourable or comfortable position than

independent units; for example, Monmouth

Archaeological Society is currently undertaking

lengthy negotiations with the museum service of the

local borough council, with the view to handing over

for storage the excavation archives that have been

kept at work premises and private homes. The

setting up of the 'chain' has been time-consuming
Vuu/V

and prob^eifTatic, during which the artefacts are

being kept in conditions far from the ideal.

However, when archaeological units tender for work

away, the problem of finding a suitable museum for

storage of the archive does not appear to rest with



them. Archaeologists from two services

(Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust and the City

of Hereford Archaeological Unit) stated that the

recipient museum is chosen by the developer and

included in the unit's project brief, although the

finds officer of Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological

Trust answered in the survey, "Situation not yet

arisen." Clearly, the problem is not yet settled.

Inclusion of the name of the recipient museum in the

project brief may be the standard case with other

units that tender for work away, but the replies to

the survey were, on the whole, evasive on this

issue. There may also be cases where the developer

wishes to retain the archive, whether for private

display or other, less acceptable uses. If the

result of the survey question on the deposition of

finds is taken at face value, units currently

undertaking work outside their region do 'nothing'

with the archive. This must mean that the archive

remains with the unit or with the developer. It is

otherwise inconceivable that archaeological units

that have been tendering for work for at least five

years should never have had to decide where to

deposit the finds, unless this was established in

the project brief. At Hereford Archaeological Unit

there are finds from projects won by the unit by

tender that have remained unclaimed. If this is the



case with other units then this would explain why

the "situation has not arisen."

The funding of an unit also depends on its

size, status and locality. University-based

archaeological units such as the Birmingham

University Archaeological Unit can tender for work

in the summer using relatively cheap student labour

and undercut other units with full-time staff.

County or city council units can rely on a certain

amount of financial support from their local

authority, and in Wales Cadw partially funds the

four main archaeological trusts but at present it

has not a surplus amount of money. All of these

compete for tenders alongside independent and

charitable trust units, and this inevitably leads to

undercutting and to small budgets that do not

necessarily act in the sites' best interest. This

ultimately passes down through the system to affect

the treatment of the archive.

Excavation in the region of Wales and the Welsh

Marches can also be undertaken when necessary by the

archaeologists of English Heritage (Historic

Buildings and Monuments Commission) and its Welsh

equivalent Cadw. English Heritage has a central

conservation laboratory in London and Cadw funds

posts at the University of Cardiff's conservation

laboratory and also one at Lampeter. According to



Leigh and Watkinson ("Conservation in Welsh Museums

and Galleries", 1986) the majority of finds from

rescue excavations in Wales are conserved at the

University College Cardiff's laboratory "under

contract with Cadw." (p. 70.) The amount of

conservation undertaken is still, however, limited.

One negative aspect of being a small

amateur/independent unit can be being overlooked by

the heritage bodies responsible for circulating

information and reports; similarly, despite being an

award- winning unit with good standards of

excavation, Monmouth Archaeological Society is not

in the Council for British Archaeology's 1992

"Archaeology Resource Book".

The survey of museum and archaeology units can

be divided into two main areas of interest; the use

or misuse of the artefact, and the level of contact

and co-operation between the two services. The

questions put to those contacted by the survey were,

when not derived from personal experience, largely

based on recommendations put forward by the

following: English Heritage's "Management of

Archaeological Projects 2", the Society of Museum

Archaeologists' guidelines on "Selection, Retention

and Dispersal of Archaeological Collections", the

MGC's "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Collections" and finally the Society



of Antiquaries' "Archaeological publication,

archives and collections- Towards a National

Policy." All were issued in 1992.

6.2 Archaeological Collections in the Museums.

The survey found that the size of an

archaeological collection in the museum did not

necessarily ensure a representative amount of

display area. Wales has a high proportion of

museums based on Roman sites that are therefore

dedicated to archaeology. At the Roman site of

Viroconium at Wroxeter in Shropshire, artefacts are

likewise displayed. Elsewhere, archaeology must

compete for space with other collections whose

significance may often be more obvious to the

public, in museums that suffer from lack of

exhibition space. In the cases of Worcester County

Museum at Hartlebury and the County Museum at

Brecon, possible expansion is severely curtailed by

the museum being housed in an historic, listed

building. This is true of many others. The real

obstacle to archaeological exhibition must, however,

be the cost. It is no longer sufficient simply to

place objects in a case with a label to state their

origin; present modes of display of artefacts

require a substantial amount of money invested in



them. Amongst the museum contacted, only

Llandrindod Wells at present apparently has access

to such funds, "As part of a c. four year programme

of redevelopment... a new storage area is being built

to house the collection and also a new purpose

designed gallery will be installed to house a

permanent exhibition. It is hoped to display up to

60% of our archaeological collection which numbers

around 3,000 objects. Through the use of touch

screen display units we also hope to have for the

publics' [sic] use a full catalogue of items and

photographs relating to our archaeological

collection." There is an apparent belief that

display units, voice-overs activated by the push of

a button and large painted backdrops on

free-standing screens are vital components of

archaeological display. This immediately means

substantial bills, which once granted by the local

council will also mean that the prospect of funding

for other exhibitions is minimal in the forthcoming

years. An example of expensive, outdated display

can be found at Rowleys House Museum. The 1980's

display is described by the present curator as

"clinical" and a "relic", doing little justice to

either the artefacts or to present understanding in

archaeology. 1990's type of display, such as those

derived from Yorvik's interactive style, will also



probably date as quickly and cannot hide the fact

that sometimes, as in Brecon's medieval section,

there is a paucity of actual artefacts on display.

However, some museums, such as Newport Museum and

Art Gallery, Gwent, mingle traditional display with

interactive sections quite successfully.

64% of museums, including Llandrindod Wells,

have large amounts of material excavated before the

1950's. This has an important bearing on the

curation of the artefacts, particularly as they will

have different preventative conservation

requirements to more newly excavated material, and

may have got to the stage where further remedial

conservation is needed, if they have been subject to

it at all. A large percentage of pre-1950's

excavated artefacts will probably mean a museum

backlog of conservation and documentation, which

takes the curator's time away from new material.

(See graph, o. lo^s )

Additionally, the early methods of excavation

will mean the absence of material such as plant

microfossils or even more usual items which can now

be recovered during excavation. This, coupled with

the lack of other information now usually derived

from the stratigraphy of the site, will mean that

the archive's potential for research and display use

may be limited.



Material on display will also have different

conservation needs. It will receive higher light

levels than material left in a dark store and the

exposure to ultra-violet light over a long period

will be damaging. It may also be subject to

physical damage by bad methods of display such as

the suspending of fragile objects inside the case.

An artefact may be contaminated by being placed with

other items of a different matter or with display

materials that are not chemically inert. For the

sake of display, artefacts may often be placed with

items that require different levels of relative

humidity so in a mixed display the environment is

unlikely to suit all material on view. Although

some museums constantly monitor the environment of

the display cases (e.g.Brecon has humidity

indicators clearly visible), often the relative

humidity in cases does not appear to be

measured at all, even though the same artefacts may

stay on display for years. All of the problems

above can be found in museums in the area of survey;

some are inevitable but can be minimised by rotation

of artefacts on exhibition with those in storage.

6.3 The Specialist Archaeology Officer.

The eligibility criteria laid down by the MGC

require a specialist archaeology officer on the



staff of the museum before grant aid is given. In

three smaller museums in the survey area this post

is held by the 'director', (the senior curator). A

non-archaeological curator might experience

difficulty in aiding research workers and choosing

material for display, particularly as the archive

documentation is often poor. The appointment of a

museum archaeologist should mean a more 'smooth'

system of operation for both museum and archaeology

unit. The officer can aid the museum by obtaining

advice on funding and conservation, by attending

conferences and by keeping abreast of latest

developments in all aspects of archaeological

curation.

A museum employing a museum archaeologist

should attain higher standards of curation for the

archive as it is the archaeological officer's area

of specialisation, but it is imperative that such

officers keep their knowledge of archaeology,

conservation and storage up to date. The

circulation of guidelines covers the latter two

aspects, and courses run by such bodies as the SMA

and the University of Oxford present fresh

information if curators have the inclination and

finance to attend them. There is no real reason why

museum archaeologists can let new ideas pass by

unackowledged. There may always be a minority that



are able to do so, but a committed archaeologist can

only be an asset to a museum with a reasonable

archaeology collection, such as those contacted by

the survey. The archaeological officer can also be

of value in building good relations between museum,

unit and conservators, and this study shows that

whilst this is generally rewarding, such

relationships at present are not the norm.

The larger part of the archaeology unit

questionnaire was intended to build up answers that

revealed what happens to the artefacts when

excavated. The authors of the UKIC survey on

provision for archaeological conservation stated

that it was difficult to trace what happens to

excavated material if it is not sent to a

conservator. The results of my survey and

interviews showed that in Wales and the Welsh

Marches the overall picture is of material stored at

unit offices for sometimes considerable periods of

time, subject to average standards of preventative

conservation and in 29% of cases none at all. In

one instance where preventative conservation

techniques have been used the understanding of their

workings was flawed. An important pre-Roman late

iron age/Roman site in Worcester was excavated in

the late 1960's/early 1970's; metalwork form the

site appears to have been repackaged at the unit in



the early 1980's. Upon examination by a curator in

1993 the silica gel inside the box was found to have

been placed in a plastic resealable finds bag with

no perforations. Consequently the gel had not had

any effect upon the artefacts, and from its strong

blue colour it must have been in the same condition

as when it was originally placed in the bag. A

minority of other units do not use silica gel.

Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological Trust (GGAT) is in

the favourable position of having relatively easy

access to conservation advice, as the local

authority museum at Newport employs conservators

with high professional standards to advise, and on

occasion lecture archaeological staff on GGAT sites.

The authors of the UKIC report felt that the

rise of the "finds processor" was an important

development in archaeological practice as it

benefited the archive. Giving the responsibility to

just one person for the handling, storage

cataloguing, moving and disposing of the various

components of the archive appears to be more

beneficial than sharing the workload. In addition,

the finds officer, like his/her counterpart in the

museum, could gather the necessary specialised

information that other site workers may not have the

time or interest to obtain. However, the Newport

museum conservators' approach to educating site



staff in the principles of conservation is a

salutary one. In general, units see the need for a

finds officer on large excavations, but even so 65%

do not employ one on the core staff. In the

instance of smaller units, there may not be

sufficient work to employ such an officer except on

a part-time basis. 75% of units stated that they

practised preventative conservation, but the

question must arise as to whether archaeologists of

the units without a finds officer will be as aware

of the requirements of conservation as a

"specialist" officer. The units' employment of

such officers will, in the long term, save money for

museums, if the archive is properly curated at this

stage. Yet 25% of units stated that they did not

use the basic form of preventative conservation,

which must bring into question their

professionalism.

If the museum also undertakes excavations it

will have a sound understanding of the problems

associated with storage that are faced by field

archaeologists. Follow up interviews revealed that

such archaeological officers, with the field

archaeologists who have moved across to museums,

appeared to have the greatest commitment to "

archaeological collections.



The archaeological officer can also spend time

productively by enhancing the museum's relationship

with local history groups including metal detector

users' clubs. A network with communication with

local people who are interested in history can have

beneficial effects; it will lead to a mutual

exchange of information and to an understanding that

the museum is interested in the facts and artefacts

that they discover. In practice, such collaboration

can be an arduous process and the groups contacted

can be prosaic, very amateur in approach and even

destructive, perhaps without meaning to be so.

Lectures and other modes of communication can place

a drain on the time and resources of the

archaeological curator, but the contact that ensues

can be productive. Such groups will excavate, or

otherwise disturb, archaeological contexts; no law

prevents them from doing so on land that is not an

ancient monument, as long as they have the land

owner's permission. If such activity cannot be

curtailed, an informal watching brief such as

visiting the site or otherwise monitoring the

activity will be of value to the archaeological

heritage. Some curators and field archaeologists

have an aversion to metal detector users, but it

must be recognised that such activity does go on.

In addition metal detector users can be highly



specialised in certain aspects of object

identification, often more so than some curators or

field archaeologists. Such members of the public

should not be marginalised but used as an additional

resource. At worst, "disaster plans" must exist to

make the best of information uncovered. In one

county at least in the area surveyed, the local

metal detector club has established links with a

"microlight" club in order to find "interesting"

sites from the air. Such information is unlikely to

be given to the Sites and Monuments Record of the

county, and the archaeological unit does not have a

similar scheme, so museum contact in this

instance could be valuable.

6.4 Storage Areas.

Once in the museum, the archive is not

guaranteed better treatment than it has received at

the archaeology unit. Pressures on storage space

have led some museum services to use warehouses on

industrial estates, and whilst this should result in

less cramped conditions, this was not always the

case in the area of survey. In addition, the

environmental conditions in warehouses are

impossible to regulate, as the buildings are of

sheet metal wall-sections with large doorways to

accommodate lorries, and rarely possess heating.
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Therefore the relative humidity and temperature

fluctuate and the conditions can be unpleasant for

workers. The high ceilings and no internal

divisions allow circulation of dust over wide areas,

and pests can be a problem. At two warehouses

visited, mice were in evidence. In such buildings,

"portacabins" can be inserted to provide a sensitive

store, and three examples of this can be found in

the Welsh Marches, two of which are used to house

the paper archive. On one industrial estate, the

county museum store and the English Heritage store

are adjacent to each other, each operating to

different standards of storage. The English

Heritage warehouse was solely intended to house

archaeological material resulting from work

undertaken on sites in the guardianship of English

Heritage. Despite the store being owned and

operated by the body responsible for administering

money within the heritage sector, the funding for

the store is tightly controlled. It cannot be

described as "open purse". The county store was

largely devoted to social history, accommodating

nineteenth century furniture and farm implements as

well as archaeological material. One corner was

occupied by the archives being worked upon by the

county archaeological unit, and there was also a

'portacabin' to house more sensitive items. The



curators of the two separate stores provided a good

example of how respondents to the questionnaire

operate from different levels of understanding. For

example, both curators when answering the survey

believed that their store could correctly

accommodate bulk finds. For the storage of such

finds, the MGC recommends;

"Larger objects, e.g. architectural fragments,

should be palletted if too large for the shelves.

Pallets should be larger than the object to provide

protection from knocks, and the object should be

strapped to the pallet, from which it should be

separated by polythene foam. Objects should be

covered with dust sheets of unbleached, undyed

calico." ( "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological Collections, 1992." Note 12.16, p. 42)

Although the document was published in 1992,

this type of information has been available to

museums as the city museum at Perth, Scotland, has

operated to these standards for at least two years.

The form might not have been so accessible as the

MGC standards, and the extent of the curator's

information may have depended on the availability of

a conservator. In the Welsh Marches there are not

sufficient posts for conservators, and this is

reflected in the type of museum provision for

archaeology. Despite this, there are short courses



and information available for curators, so any

deficiency in understanding of the principles of

curation must reflect on the curator personally. In

the instance of architectural fragments, the English

Heritage curator uses "Inca" chipboard pallets and

at present is gently acclimatising the excavated

stone to its new environmental conditions. Pallets

and storage boxes are stored on shelves with the

exception of very heavy material, and when necessary

a forklift truck is used to lift them down. Whilst

not a conservator's ideal, the warehouse is one of

the best stores in the area of survey. Therefore,

the curator was correct to answer that it provided

facilities for bulk storage, particularly as a large

number of items were building materials. The county

store where architectural fragments were concerned

had very different standards. Here the officer in

charge believed that the only storage requirement

for masonry was space. The architectural fragments

were lying on a concrete floor in the centre of a

narrow aisle, with a surface layer of dust. It

would be unfair to suggest that the curator, who has

not held the post for any great length of time, is

entirely responsible for such conditions. The stone

might have been already in store when he was

appointed. However, the curator still believed that

those conditions were satisfactory. This difference



of opinion on storage would not have been apparent

if follow-up interviews had not been made, although

each curator answered in supposedly 'good faith'.

Preventative conservation techniques should,

without any equivocation, be practised by any

institution that considers itself to be a museum.

There is little excuse for a museum staff to be

unaware of the need for conservation, but in the

region studied some institutions had higher

standards and awareness than others. Preventative

conservation should be part of a curator's way of

thinking, not just viewed as a series of techniques

to be put into operation if time allows. It is

irresponsible to collect or accept material that

cannot be suitably curated, but museums have done so

in the past and according to the survey continue to

do. 29% of the museums that replied to the

questionnaire said that they do not practise

preventative conservation on the archive, and whilst

this number is not excessive, it is disturbing that

'professionally' run museums can state this at all.

The four environmental factors that site finds

officers and curators should be aware of are the

effects of light (lux levels), heating, relative

humidity and air pollution. Artefacts in storage

may need less constant attention than those on

display, but thought, effort and vigilance are still



demanded of the curator. Such a course of action

will be economical as otherwise artefacts are likely

to deteriorate to such an extent that remedial

conservation will be essential to stabilise the

object. Tiny artefact, even of inorganic matter like

stone, cannot be considered as a self-contained item

but must be seen as possessing a complicated

relationship with the museum's environment. The

same is true of when the archive is stored at the

archaeology unit. The environment surrounding the

artefact, whether in display or storage, is

discussed in chapters 13 and 14 of "Standards in the

Museum Care of Archaeological Collections 1992";

with the SMA guidelines this is useful for both

museums and units, and the Archaeology Section of

the UKIC has published conservation documents

specifically for the archaeologist. The information

is easily available if the field and museum

archaeologists wish to use it, but it seems that in

some cases a more pressurised approach is necessary.

When the survey form was sent out, the question of

whether museums practised preventative conservation

was designed to act as a basis upon which to build

further questioning, as it is fundamental to the

museum professional's curating skills. Even so,

only 71% of museums did practise such conservation.

Further interviews revealed that a few of those who



replied in the positive practised very basic

techniques. A survey carried out by two senior

curators of all museums in Hereford and Worcester in

1992 revealed that out of seventeen establishments,

only one possessed an humidifier. Ironically, this

was not one of the three local authority museums in

the area. Packaging the components of the archive

in inert materials would enable a museum to answer

that it did practise preventative conservation, but

this is just a fraction of what can be done. This

should not distract from the fact that amongst those

who replied, there were some highly informed and

competent curators, particularly in South Wales.

Occasionally curators were aware that much more

could be done but were limited by finance; in at

least three instances, at Bangor, Brecon and

Llandrindod Wells, new curators had just begun to

get established in new posts and were committed to

bringing archaeology in their museum up to current

museum standards.

6.5 Funding Conservation of the Archive.

Conservation of the archaeological archive once

in the museum is an underfunded area. If museums

have adequate standards of curation they take on a

large financial commitment when they accept an

archive. Even English Heritage museum grants are



inadequate for any other purpose than for financing

the packaging of material. When a museum accepts an

archive that is mostly unconserved, which occurs

frequently, the financial implications for a

conscientious curator become worse. The overall

cost of curating is a matter of concern for the

Society of Antiquaries, which when considering

current problems with the archive in a 1992

statement, called for more funding so that "... the

costs incurred by museums in curating material in

perpetuity are met, without prejudicing their other

activities." ("Archaeological publication, archives

and collections - Towards a National Policy." 4.3.4.

p.10.) This is certainly a valid point but in

reality it is unlikely that the museum budget would

be used in favour of storage rather than for display

purposes and other activities; storage costs are

probably more likely to be cut. More funding is

definitely necessary whichever angle is used to view

the problem. It is not easy, however, to find a

suitable source. The authors of the UKIC survey on

provision for archaeological conservation (1988)

also made the case for additional funding for

long-term storage;

"Crucial to the long-term welfare of finds is

finance. Correct storage costs money and museum

budgets are often considerably stretched. It is



difficult to pinpoint how money could be made

available and it is clear that extensive grant aid

is needed by most museums with archaeological

collections. The inclusion of a conservation fund

at the planning stage of future excavations is a

practice we applaud and would like to see regularly

adopted." (p.19)

The archaeological unit survey replies show

that in Wales and the Welsh Marches such forward

planning is a rare event. If units were to

commission more comprehensive conservation, they

would have to pass the cost to the developer via the

initial tender. Unless this was an enforced code of

practise for all excavators, the raised cost would

be likely to lose the unit the work in favour of

another, lower tender. Local authorities already

provide much of the overall museum funding in the

survey area and in addition have often been "rate

capped", so their spending powers have diminished.

The 1993 government budget announced cut-backs in

public spending, but unless an excavation can manage

the unlikelihood of being self funding, additional

central government funding for certain aspects of

excavation seems to be the best option for the

welfare of the archive.

According to the survey the units in the area

could do much more to preserve the archive. 21% of



museums stated that no material was conserved prior

to storage, whilst the 71% who answered "yes", that

finds were conserved then added equivocating terms

such as "sometimes". In addition to increasing the

museums' financial burden, lack of treatment means

that artefacts remain unconserved or unstabilised at

some units' offices for at least up to two years and

frequently many more. Therefore the question also

indicates the units' attitude to the archive. As

conservation can be expensive, units become

selective and usually only artefacts for

illustration are treated. As these will generally

be the items most suited for display, the process of

selection for conservation is likely to continue in

the museum. According to UKIC conservators, this

process at the unit can leave up to 90% of artefacts

uncleaned and relegated to a low-status category.

Without the use of conservation on the archive

an archaeologist writing up a post-excavation report

will be using a body of information that has not

been fully disseminated. Much detail can be missed

if professional cleaning and other work have not

been undertaken. This may limit the full potential

of the archive once in the museum. Conservation for

publication is only one stage and further work must

be done to treat the object for future storage and

display.



Whether the archive when accessioned met their

house standard for conservation proved difficult for

most museums to answer, unless they had conservators

on staff or frequent access to advice. Follow up

interviews revealed that some curators did not know

enough about the subject to be in a position to

judge; this after all is really the province of the

conservator.

Comprehensive conservation for the archive in

the museum is not possible in the current financial

climate, and indeed never has been. Even the

material in the English Heritage store is

selectively conserved. 43% of museums felt that

funds were readily available to pay for conservation

once they accept material; as Wales and the Welsh

Marches are acknowledged to be areas where

archaeological demand outstrips conservation

provision, it is difficult to ascertain how this is

achieved. If money is in short supply then as one

curator acknowledged in interview, only the most

interesting of the artefacts can be conserved. The

unspoken implication of this is that other

information may be lost with the slow decay of the

remaining material, though this should be retarded

by placing such material in a controlled

microclimate.
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The information from the survey shows that

funding for storage is obtained by more museums than

funding for conservation. Neither is a sufficiently

attractive cause to encourage developers to provide

finance unless they have been interested in the

archaeology. Developers are only required by

planning regulations to pay for the recording of the

site. Local authorities were cited by museum

replies as the major source of money for storage,

developers and English Heritage were jointly second.

As the English Heritage grant aid is only given in

England, this shows how little developers fund

storage.

The EH grant aid also indirectly funds

conservators. There is a definite correlation

between the amount of money museums obtain for

conservation and storage and the amount of contact

the museum has to a conservator. Presumably the

presence of a conservator on staff indicates a

commitment by the museum and governing body to the

welfare of the collections, and so money is made

available. Alternatively, the money may be

available because the conservator is best able to

put forward the arguments for funding.

6.6 The Effects of the MGC List of Approved

Museums.



The MGC list of museums approved to store

archaeological archives has been of use to units

excavating in England, and there is a strong case

for creating such a list to include Wales. Museum

Registration could be seen to indicate museums

suitable to receive excavation archives, but this is

misleading. Registration of course was not created

with the problems associated with the transfer of

the archive in mind, and the standards of

conservation suggested are lower than the

requirements of the MGC's eligibility criteria

document. The MGC list does, however, have its

limitations; "It is a shortfall of the system that

some museums, which do not yet meet these standards

are nevertheless in receipt of HMBC-funded

material." ("Provision for Archaeological

Conservation in England and Wales; A Review." 1988,

UKIC, p.3.) Once again demand outstrips provision.

Certainly this research showed that at least

two museums included on the 1986 list would have

been hard pressed to meet the standards demanded by

the criteria at that time. One had problems with

display and the other with storage. Material was

stored undocumented in an old school, with no

environmental monitoring and very poor packaging.

Now that this building has been superceded by a

specially built store the collections have arrived
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back at the museum but in a very poor state indeed;

the archives that remained with the unit are in

better condition.

In an interview the curator of one of the above

museums said that it had been recommended by . its

area museums council for inclusion in the EH scheme,

and yet the flaws in its methods of display (e.g

prolonged exposure of artefacts to high lux levels)

are obvious to the visitor. This must mean that

this particular area museums council was not

stringent with the guidelines or that storage is

considered to be more important than the state of

objects on display. Perhaps the most feasible

explanation is that the pressure of finding suitable

museums in certain areas outweighed the museums more

'minor' deficiencies.

In an ironic twist, the EH store in Shropshire

with an efficient curator cannot be recognised for

inclusion on the list because of problems regulating

temperature and relative humidity caused by the

nature of the warehouse building. The officer in

charge operated within these restrictions to the

collections' best possible advantage, and was an

advisor for other museums in the area on how to meet

the conditions of the scheme. This was an useful

example when compared to the county store 'next

door' of what can be achieved in unpromising



circumstances by an officer educated in the

techniques of storage.

6.7 The Pressures for Selection of the Archive.

When museums were asked whether they had

already had to refuse material from archaeological

fieldwork, the replies showed that none had, but

they also revealed that the matter is fast

approaching a crisis point. At present museums are

still able to accommodate material and it appears

that most will continue to accept archives until it

is no longer possible to take such large quantities,

rather than practise selection at this stage.

The need for selection has been discussed since

at least 1982 when the first guidelines were issued.

The first draft of the SMA's own guidelines on

selection, retention and dispersal were created in

May 1992. However, when one archaeological officer

was interviewed at the end of January 1993 and was

asked for his views on a review cycle for material,

he explained that he had not had time to absorb

guidelines. The SMA document had been in

circulation for over six months. The second and

final draft is currently (late 1993) circulating

also amongst archaeologists, which is constructive

if responsibility for selection is to be shared

between museums and units. Museums are being



encouraged to draw up their own conditions for

acceptance of the archive which include precise

details on material to be "deselected", and methods

of packaging and documentation; until museums in the

area of survey produce such rules for contributing

archaeologists documents such as the SMA's

guidelines fill this space.

The Society of Museum Archaeologists in their

guidelines on selection recommend the use of a

five-year review cycle on the archive once it is in

the museum. The Society of Antiquaries suggest

viewing the archive as passing through three stages

when material can be safely removed from the main

body of artefacts and discarded. When museums and

units were questioned on how long they expect the

archive to be deposited with the museum, none added

that the archive would be subject to such reviews.

All expect that the archive will be deposited and

maintained in perpetuity. The question was

originally framed with the intention of revealing

whether review cycles were already in operation, and

what the museum expected when given new material to

store. It did not provoke additional comments and

was not phrased sufficiently clearly, but interviews

showed that such ideas have yet to permeate through

the archaeological profession. One curator did

express an interest in the review cycle, but it was
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not possible to determine if the museum in question

practised it.

In only one case was an archive deposited with

a museum with conditions attached by the excavators.

Clwyd has no county museum and so the Clwyd/Powys

unit has sent archaeological archives to the

National Museum of Wales with the proviso that they

would be returned if museum space became available

in the region. This, however, is unusual; in

England the British Museum can similarly accept

archives if no other museum provision is available.

In the remaining regions of the survey area county

museums or their equivalent are available to take

material at present. Two Welsh units also mentioned

that they make a practice of depositing copies of

the paper archive with the relevant RCHM, (a Cadw

stipulation, ) and the Sites and Monuments Record for

each Welsh region is with the respective

archaeological unit.

A typical museum answer on the problems of

diminishing storage space was given by Bangor

Museum,

"Like most institutions we suffer from a lack

of storage space and will if this trend continues be

limited in what we can take in. This does then

reflect on the acquisitions policy."



The museum does not appear to be formulating

plans to avert this event but looks forward with a

certain stoicism.

6.8 Problems Concerning Legal Title to the

Archive.

Some museums contacted by the survey were

experiencing problems with artefacts left on

long-loan in the past. This had led to one curator

being afraid to display certain items important in

the history of the city, incase the landowner was

reminded of their existence and asked for their

return. Consequently, accepting loans is not

approved in current museum philosophy.

Archaeologists who let developers retain legal title

to the archive without any opposition directly

contribute to the problems experienced by the

curators. The City of Hereford Archaeological Unit

and Glamorgan /Gwent Archaeological Trust are two

units that generally manage to secure title for the

museum. Once again, this must be part of the

forward planning, so that if during the course of

excavation important finds are uncovered, unseemly

arguments do not ensue with the developer.



6.9 Use of Material in Outreach Activities.

Museums in Wales and the Welsh Marches

generally make good use of archive material in

outreach activities; contact with schools is a major

feature of such programmes. The most popular method

appears to be what one curator termed "museum in a

box", with some well-packed artefacts, replicas or

reconstructions being placed in a box with printed

information for use in the classroom. Each box

represents a certain period or theme. These are

popular with teachers, and at Hartlebury, (the

Worcester county museum) the demand is such that the

boxes are booked months ahead. This method of

education is a particularly good way of promoting

both the past and the museum to young children.

Unfortunately the national curriculum does tend to

dictate what primary teachers ask for, so that

'Roman' boxes are much used but the prehistoric are

used more rarely. There is no reason why the boxes

should only be used by primary school children.

This particular outreach activity presents

information in an accessible format and creates an

additional purpose for artefacts not used in

display. Rowleys House Museum, Shrewsbury, is

considering changing certain displays as a result of

the practical information gained by having days for

schoolchildren to displays more suited to the



curriculum. The museum can therefore also gain from

such outreach activities as well as making

archaeology more accessible to the public.

6.10 Facilities for the Researcher.

Whilst retention of the archive can be

justified by citing its use in outreach activities

and in displays, the third use of the artefacts is

to build up collections to serve the needs of

researchers. Although the MGC criteria set out in

1986 the type of space that should be accorded a

researcher, it seems to have had little impact even

on museums on the list. Willingness to help, a

chair and a corner of a work surface are typical of

museum provision for researchers. When museums or

units house a county or city SMR, space has to be

set aside for work areas, and these will get used.

Otherwise, sufficient space is often lacking to

enable museums to set a room aside for the relatively

rare visits from researchers. For example, the

English Heritage store gets about ten researchers

visiting per year.

The Society of Antiquaries suggest in their

1992 document on the problems of the archive that an

annual compendium should be produced, with three

sections. The first would list all the
uncfer-

archaeological projects^taken that year, the second



should give a summary of completed projects and the

location of the resulting archive. The third

section would consist of commissioned papers to give

an overall view. If this compendium were to be

produced it would open up museums to researchers,

who at present can easily remain unaware of projects

and archives relevant to their work. To take

maximum advantage of the opportunities offered by a

compendium, in theory retrospective work could be

done by museums that have not already completed

catalogues of their collections, or need to bring

them up to date. At present there is not sufficient

demand to make it necessary for some museums to

provide adequate study space. If archaeology

collections were to be made more accessible the

researchers could include schoolchildren and

undergraduates as well as post-graduates, academics

and field archaeologists. This may add to security
sue in

problems but the archive would not be,an underused

resource.

The museums were finally asked whether they

considered that the storage space taken up by

archaeological collections could otherwise be better

utilised. The question was phrased to be

deliberately provoking, challenging the museums

commitment to archaeology. When a complete store is

filled by boxes that few people will examine, and
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the museum must continually put out money to

maintain them, a non-archaeological curator might be

justified in feeling exasperated by the demands that

bulk finds place on the museum. Although only 57%

of the museums surveyed had a specialist finds

officer, all the curators' answers showed that they

were committed to retention of bulky archaeology

collections. Only one curator interpreted the

question in a different manner,

"... if you mean "Do I believe that archives

should be 'weeded' of repetitive and uninformative

finds, in order to provide more space for 'useful'

finds from later excavations ?" - then yes,

certainly. We are getting desperate for space here,

and I am afraid I can't see much justification in

going to the council for another store (especially

in the present climate) when we are storing umpteen

boxes of abraded body sherds."

The curator thus neatly turns the question on

commitment to the pressures that are making

selection a practicality. In a sense the two are

indeed linked; a commitment to archaeology means

that museums must consider what action to take now

to enable them to continue to collect archives in

the future.



7.0 Conclusion.

The problems of diminishing storage space for

the archaeological archive, and therefore its

general welfare, have been an issue for those

involved in archaeology for many years. In 1992 the

production of several guidelines gave the subject an

even higher profile; there has not been such debate

about the nature and use of the archive since the

1970's, and it is happening now because the problem

is of essential importance. Museums in the area of

storage will soon not be able to take in large

archives, and no other provision is being made to

house the material. The logical effect of this will

be that archaeological units will be forced to keep

more material in their own stores, and the survey

shows that these stores are, in roughly 99% of

cases, well below museum standards. Some of the

methods that could avert the ultimate crisis in

storage have been discussed in the text, but the

overriding theme is that storage and conservation of

the archaeological artefact are areas that

desperately need two things: more stringent rules,

not guidelines, on procedure and a large injection

of money from some source.

During this research it became apparent that

the person conducting a survey is dependent upon the

recipient's truthfulness, level of understanding and
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willingness to be of assistance. It is therefore

arguable that from the start the data received is

flawed. Indeed, follow-up interviews with selected

museum or unit staff showed a minor disparity of

understanding not only between the two disciplines

of curating and field archaeology, but also between

fellow professionals when answering the questions

posed by the survey. Some questions were made

deliberately non-specific in order to generate

argument, but these were exceptional. The majority

of questions required either a positive or negative

comment. They were intended to be simple to

comprehend and therefore easy to reply to, in the

hope of obtaining sufficient replies to make

feasible a compilation of statistics. In some cases

those that answered the survey did not feel able to

give a straightforward yes or no to the questions.

Follow-up interviews made apparent that the basic

assumption behind the majority of the museum

questions, that museum professionals all work from a

common level of understanding, was incorrect. For

instance, two curators could answer that they

practised preventative conservation, but in reality

the practise ranged from the very basic to high

standards of conservation. However, it must be

emphasised that generally the questions were

answered as specifically as the curators were able,



and therefore can be seen as being representative of

current views and practice in the area of survey.

The disparity is perhaps inevitable, and does not

materially affect the validity of the majority of

the answers.

All curators and archaeologists were offered

anonymity in the covering letter to the survey, but

this did not generally encourage freedom of

expression. Only one person requested that his name

did not accompany his remarks, and three curators

supplied documents relating to their museum on the

understanding that they would not be published. In

interviews, views or information were sometimes

given on the implicit understanding that the words

could be used but the speaker would not be named.

This was particularly acute in one case where an

archaeologist was told that the local museum had

answered that it shared a recording system with the

unit. Unfortunately, this was not true, and it

became apparent that other of the museum's answers

were not strictly correct. This placed the

archaeologist and myself in an awkward position as

the curator in question was on the voluntary

committee of the archaeological unit, and it would

therefore be impolitic to name the museum. This

problem was fortunately unique.
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A minority of survey returns had evidently been

hurriedly filled in, and where questions required a

little more thought they had been passed over. Some

replies were brief almost to the point of being

unhelpful, particularly on questions concerning

money. Yet other recipients of the survey, like the

curators and archaeologists of Chester, provided

very useful additional information on various

questions. This inevitably led to disproportionate

amounts of information on particular subjects, and

certain units or museums being quoted more than

others. Despite this, it would not be true to state

that the survey results were incorrect; in general,

all the basic questions were answered but some

institutions provided extra information. There was

necessarily a similar dependence on the goodwill of

recipients of the survey when conducting interviews.

For instance, there was no obligation for curators

to allow the viewing of the storage facilities in

their museum, but several curators did so and were

even determined not to hide the worst aspects of the

buildings. Therefore in the case of visits,

information was derived from what the person being

interviewed made accessible, and in the majority of

cases people were as helpful as possible. (Only one

unit declined to be interviewed, due to the

pressures of work, and the senior archaeologist at



Clwyd did not consider that its stores merited a

visit.) No-one wished to be specific about the

precise amount of funding received, however. When

curators were asked in the survey whether the moneys

available were sufficient for the needs of the

collection, most gave a diplomatic answer that did

not convey the real general feeling that storage is

an underfunded area. This was in some cases because

the curator was unable to quantify or even visualise

the amount needed to secure the collection in

perpetuity. Some others were in effect just

"starting out" in the field of correct storage

procedures, did not know the extent of their

collections and were unable to judge what the cost

of long-term care would be. All of these factors

affected how curators answered the question on

funding, and this is the only question that did not

fully match the feeling of curators when

interviewed. Nevertheless, they did not wish to be

specific on the quantities and sources of money

available to them.

This research aimed to show the pressures upon

the archaeological archive once it has been

assembled, and what is likely to happen to the

individual artefact. The authors of "Provision for

Archaeological Conservation in England and Wales; A

Review." stated that:-
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"The general lack of suitable storage

facilities for small-finds, both immediately after

excavation and later in museum stores, is felt by

conservators to be the single most significant

factor in the deterioration and loss of

archaeological material." (Cameron, Watkins and

Watkinson, 1988, p.5)

This view is surprising as small finds are

often the most attractive and exciting of finds for

both excavator and curator, and therefore might be

expected to get the special treatment their unstable

physical nature demands. However, the results of

the survey, the interviews and my own work

experience in the Welsh Marches have shown that such

neglect is often true of units and museums. In an

ideal but basic scenario, the artefact, perhaps a

bronze brooch with the pin missing, would be

carefully noted and lifted by the observant

excavator. Its context will have been recorded and

the relevant forms filled in. Some rudimentary

cleaning may be undertaken by a trained finds

officer or conservator before it is quickly sent off

to the conservation laboratory to be X-radiographed,

properly cleaned and stabilised. Upon its return,

the fact that it has been conserved must be recorded

and if there is a conservator's report it will be

added to the archive. The artefact is then placed
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by the finds officer, who is wearing cotton gloves,

in a specially carved hollow in polythene foam.

This has already been cut to fit inside a rigid,

hinged, clear polystyrene box, with a label

underneath. The box, with others containing

metalwork, will then be packed into a large

polystyrene box with a strong seal, accompanied by

sufficient silica gel to ensure the correct dry

environment. An humidity indicator card should be

placed against the inside of the box so that it is

clearly visible through the plastic. A label on the

top of the box will indicate its contents. The

microclimate should then be disturbed as little as

possible, and the humidity regulator checked

regularly. When examined during post-excavation the

brooch should be suitably cushioned, the environment

should not be dissimilar to that from whence it

came, and it should not come into contact with food,

drink or cigarettes, etc. Otherwise it should be

stored in a suitable storage room with little or no

light, relatively constant heat and RH, and the area

should be subject to an high standard of

"housekeeping." (To a more limited extent, certain

standards can still be achieved in a caravan on an

excavation site.) All packaging, shelving and other

storage components should be of inert material. The

site will have been given a code number by the
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museum at the start of the project which is marked

on, or in this case accompanies, finds, and the

excavators should have convinced the site owners to

give legal title in writing to the museum. When the

report is complete or if space at the unit is not

available, the artefacts are then passed to the

museum complete with all the paper archive, and two

copies of the final report. The unit should produce

a list of artefacts and the brooch will be included

on a list of small finds. During its sojourn at the

unit offices, the archive may have been the subject

of more advice and care from conservators if

necessary, or, suitably packaged, may have been sent

to a finds research specialist. During the project

the museum curator would have been kept aware of

finds work and would help to ensure that the unit

and museum recording systems were compatible. The

MGC's "Standards in the Museum Care of

Archaeological collections 1992" states, "The

archive of finds from each site must be reviewed at

identified stages by finds researchers, museum

curators and conservators in order to make an agreed

selection of which objects are to be conserved and

to what level." (2.7. p.15.) This then means that

the excavators do not make the sole decision on what

survives, but the practice, although an excellent

idea, seems somewhat cumbersome to be willingly



undertaken by excavators whose working time on a

project is limited. At a convenient stage of the

project the curator may also wish to assist the

excavators in the basic selection of material from

the archive that is practised by many units, or the

museum may have already issued guidelines; this of

course will not affect the brooch.

The collection will then be removed to the

museum under the guidance of its archaeological

officer. Once in the museum, there is a high

possibility that the brooch eventually will go on

display. In the meantime, as it is already suitably

packaged, it could go into the sensitive store where

light, humidity and temperature are strictly

controlled and the overall standards of storage

follow guidelines such as the MGC's standards.

Thereafter the silica gel will be examined at

regular intervals, and the date of examination

recorded. The curator also may wish to note the

sensitive finds' condition upon their arrival at the

museum. After the finds are accessioned, the paper

archive may join the finds in the sensitive store.

The archive would be added to the museum's catalogue

of its collections. The collections' environment

would be regularly monitored and the finds would be

properly curated. The brooch may require additional

remedial conservation before it goes on display,
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where the same good standards of preventative

conservation apply. The small fragment of animal

bone found before the brooch and in a disturbed

context would never get as far as the museum, but

would have been de-selected at the first opportunity

and pulverised.

This illustration of only some of the costs of

removing an artefact from its place of burial and

placing it in a museum shows how expensive the

procedure is in terms of time and money. What the

example of the brooch does not show is the continual

need for difficult decisions to be made by

archaeologists and curators, when the resources are

such that not all finds can be conserved or kept.

However, following the procedure described above

would enable the unit to gain maximum information

available at that time from the brooch, and would

ensure the artefact's survival until and beyond its

arrival in the museum. The survey of Wales and the

Welsh Marches showed that whilst 75% of units

considered that they practised preventative

conservation, only 50% budgeted for the needs of the

artefacts. In addition, whether the conservation

techniques practised by units are of a consistent

standard must be open to doubt, when 65% of units do

not employ a finds officer. It is a fact that finds

at, for example, three units visited are not



accorded much of the treatment described above.

Archaeological units in the area of survey could do

more to preserve the archive but very often the

example is not set by their local museum. One

exception is the relationship of Newport Museum and

Glamorgan/Gwent Archaeological Trust. These have a

higher level of communication and co-operation than

other excavators/recipients in the area. Apart from

the high level of competence of the museum staff

involved, and other lesser factors, this is probably

due to GGAT producing a large, steady amount of

archival material. In contrast, the English

Heritage store in Shropshire receives material from

a variety of units and therefore the curator has

less chance for sustained contact with contributors.

The results of the survey made apparent that

communication between museums and units is generally

low. Museums that do have the opportunity to build

a close working relationship with a unit could have

a beneficial effect on the unit's methods of

storage, if their own standards are high.

One problem that might become apparent if all

units operated to the standards expected of them is

that whilst it may save the museum money, the costs

will be transferred to the unit. In what is

becoming an increasingly competitive business, this

could hamper units when tendering for work. The



museum profession looks set to make finds storage

even more expensive for archaeologists; charging

units an initial fee for storage is an idea that is

already being put into practise by museums services

such as Lincoln, although not as yet by museums in

the area of survey - one curator is considering the

possibility. The rates are taken from the storage

grants given by English Heritage, which at present

stands at £11.18 per standard sized box, and the

City Museum of Stoke-on-Trent is also charging for

storage of the paper archive. This stance appears

to have been taken without much notification of

field archaeologists, simply being suggested in the

notes accompanying the SMA's guidelines:-

"A grant to secure the future curation and use

of archaeological material for the public benefit

should become a regular element of excavation costs,

whether funded from the private or public sector...

Evaluations produced as a result of PPG 16 should

normally also carry a storage grant, which the

excavator should include in the evaluation's cost."

(Notes to 3.1.7)

Whilst this at first sight appears to be a

sensible solution to the problems of curation caused

by lack of funds, it is doubtful whether

archaeological practice at this initial stage can

afford to finance museum storage, which is at the



end of the "chain" of procedure. Transferring the

cost to the developer appears at first sight to be

the logical solution to underfunding, but the

developer is already required by PPG 16 to fund the

recording and analysis of a full-scale excavation.

Even PPG 16 is a guidance note, and does not have

the full power of law. Adding the various costs of

storage to the excavators' bill may cause huge

resentment; developers are not legally required to

pay these costs so they can refuse, or the small

company or individual may not be able to afford the

large overall cost. Field archaeology is not on so

secure a footing^to be able to make such demands on

the developer; there is always a unit that can do

the job for less money and there is always the

developer who is already hostile to archaeologists.

The goodwill of the developer is often essential;

the City of Hereford Archaeological Unit was due to

work on a listed building in the Black Country, when

the developer decided that it was cheaper to be

fined for the demolition of the building than to

employ archaeologists to survey it. Without the

force of law behind archaeologists, and without more

severe fines for those who destroy the country's

heritage, putting methods into practice that put

more pressure on developers is foolish. Once the

cost of paying for storage is recognised, the site



owner may wish to keep or dispose of the finds

rather than give them to the museum. He may cut the

money from another part of the archaeology budget or

he may wish to employ a unit that as yet has not

been forced by its recipient museum to include such

costs in the tender. Transferring such costs to the

unit might be ultimately detrimental to the

archaeology of the site. Either the SMA's

recommendations must be backed by law, or some other

source of funding must be found, for as the society

says, "Adequate resourcing of storage and curation

will in many instances be more cost-effective than

implementation of deselection and dispersal

policies." (Notes to 3.1.7)

The argument for and against selection thus

tends to be a circular one; without the pressures of

finance and space, selection of representative

material from the archive would not be a current

issue of such importance, but then it is

questionable as to how much money selection will

actually save. The SMA suggests only a fraction of

"disposable" material from the archive. Members at

a meeting of the "Co-ordinating Committee for

Numismatics in Britain" were against selection of

worn flans as "coins did not take up much space or

curatorial time and cost...". (CCMB Newsletter 3,

April 1993.) This could be applied hypothetically
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to all the material recommended for disposal. Some

selection has always been practised by excavators;

at its worst an enthusiast for the Roman period in

Britain may have disregarded medieval material from

the site, but generally the corroded portion of nail

or the unidentifiable sliver of bone have been

removed during post-excavation by many site

assistants over the years. GGAT already give

material to schools. The idea of further selection

from the archive has not found favour with most of

the recipients of the survey, and yet if the SMA's

guidelines are followed the choice of material for

dispersal is not radical. This also means that in

the event the method is unlikely to save much money,

and only a little space. This must be balanced

against the knowledge that "It is now literally true

that the excavator does not know what he has found

until months, even years after his work on site is

finished, for he may need an enormous amount of
laboratory analysis ... before he has the

information on which to start making an assessment

of his excavation...the macrovisibilty of evidents

is irrelevant to its validity as evidence."

("Approaches to Archaeology", 1977, P.J. Fowler.)

If this is true at such an early stage in post -

excavation, it may also be true for the importance

of that archive for future study.



The average archaeology professional's view of

the importance of the archaeological archive has

improved tremendously since the 1970's. The

problems that then faced museums upon receipt of the

archive have largely vanished; artefacts are

accompanied by all their relevant documentation and,

as Hinchliffe and Schadla-Hall wrote in 1986, "Gone

are the days of receiving the archive... from the

boot of the car- a dozen boxes of finds, a couple of

roll of plans... We now deal with maybe two or

three hundred boxes at a time (all to standard

units) all collected by stratigraphic

unit/context/modular context." ( "Dust to Dust;

field archaeology and museums." SMA conference

proceedings.) Certainly, the archive is generally

better treated and far more is recovered than in

past decades. Ironically this has contributed to

the museum problems of the 1990's; the lack of space

and money available for archaeological storage.

It is unreasonable to expect money for this

aspect of archaeology to come from the private

sector, i.e. the site developer. The building

industry has suffered during the recession, which

now shows some signs of lifting. In addition, PPG

16 already requires the developer to finance the

excavation and report. As the Society of

Antiquaries states, the introduction of PPG 16 in



1990 has already increased the archaeologists'

workload. Unless operating in an Area of

Archaeological Importance, the developer in previous

years may not have been aware of the implications of

the presence of archaeological deposits. PPG 16

thus adds significantly to the cost of the proposed

development. This would not be the best time to

suggest that the developer should also pay for

storage, but this is what museums are doing by

charging units. Unless the excavators are able to

charge visitors entry to the site, it is difficult

to see from which part of the archaeology unit's

budget the money will come, when conservation and

storage of artefacts are already underbudgeted

areas.

The relationship between museums and

archaeological units should be a symbiotic one;

Hinchliffe and Schadla-Hall consider it to be one of

producer and consumer. Whilst this is true to a

certain extent, it is arguable that the museum has

more to lose from a non-functioning relationship, as

"...an institution without its reserve collections

ceases to be a museum and dwindles into an

exhibition centre..." ("Archaeological Curatorship"

S.Pearce, 1990. p.75.) Without new material, the

collections of the museum would get out of date. The

unit can continue to excavate more sites whatever
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happens to the archive, although they would need to

find a means of disposal for it. Charging units for

storage of the archive puts them in the role of

'customer'; a business-like approach which is at

odds with both the traditional role of the museum

and the museums' dependence on archaeologists.

Museums have had a "raw deal" from excavators in the

past, with the excavators' bad methods of practice

making the accessioning, storage and display of

artefacts much harder, but it would be wrong to

overcompensate and put museums in the position of

power. Charging units cannot help the practice of

archaeology. There are no professional restrictions

on archaeologists over tendering except those of the

IFA, and there are units so desperate to win work to

enable them to keep on staff, that they have

undercut other units' tenders to the point that they
Oniy

can
^ make a negligible profit. (Personal

communication.) This must inevitably affect the

quality of work undertaken and the provision for the

archive. The SMA in its 1992 guidelines on

selection states that "standards should not be

dictated by commercial pressures" ("Selection,

Retention and Dispersal of Archaeological

Collections- Guidelines for England and Wales.") but

this will be the case. If the practice of

archaeology is to retain its integrity, rules on



tendering must be created and enforced, for example

by English Heritage: if the archive is to be

properly maintained, central government must come to

the assistance of museums. The only other practical

alternative is to create and fund repositories after

the suggestion of the Society of Antiquaries, and

this might prove more expensive than improving

museums. It is highly probable that the

archaeological archive would be in safe hands in

Wales and the Welsh Marches if only more money was

available, and rules of conduct strictly enforced.

There is a strong need for better legislation to

protect both archaeological sites and the archive in

its entirety.

One of the most important problems that became

evident during the course of this research can be

solved without such major changes. There is

generally a distinct lack of contact and

co-operation between museum and field

archaeologists. The practices of field archaeology

and curation evolved together, but have subtly

separated in recent decades. The physical split

between unit and museum has arguably had a

detrimental effect on the treatment of the archive.

If the process of creating and housing of the

archive were to be recognised by all as a continuous

process, the archive would be far better treated.
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There is a discernible gap between museum and unit

that could be reduced by contact and co-operation.

Some units consider that once in the museum the

archive is not easily accessible. The fault must

lie to a certain degree with the museum whose

methods of documentation and storage are not

standard or poor, and the space afforded to

researchers is inadequate. This may partly be why

the university archaeologists contacted by the

curator of the English Heritage store work from old

excavation reports rather than the archive. The

units are also to blame for the inaccessibility of

the documentation, however. If there is no

pre-excavation liaison between the museum and unit,

a system of documentation cannot be agreed in

advance. Archaeological units and museums should

put into practice the liaison suggested by English

Heritage's MAP 2 and the SMA's chapters on ethics

that preface the guidelines on selection. Contact

during the initial stages of the project rather than

at the end of the excavation would be of enormous

benefit to the archive, especially if a conservator

is involved. Archaeologists should be encouraged to

maintain an interest in the archives in the museum

so as not to aid the general feeling of "them and

us" when museums take over the responsibility for

housing the archive. In interview, the



archaeologists who were most committed to the well

being of the archaeological artefact from source to

museum, were those who had worked both in the field

and museum. This tended to give them an overview

of the whole practice of archaeology rather than

encourage narrow specialisation. Promoting good

relations between archaeological staff can only

improve the quality of work undertaken. Interaction

therefore should be a high priority. One anonymous

reply from an irate archaeologist evidently having

problems with the local museum states the case very

clearly:-

"There is a serious lack of consultation

between the unit & museum over finds, specifically

over conservation & storage. The impetus for this

should come from the museum, but there is an air of

"who gives a toss" about bulk finds. Quote, 'I'm

not having all that slag.' ... who cares, there is

only a wealth of technological material waiting to

be thrown away. Museums & curators should get their

act together & impose professional standards on

archaeological units. But if museums cannot be

responsible, why should archaeologists ! Perhaps

good museums should refuse to take finds from units

who do not store finds properly..."

The Society of Museum Archaeologists does allow

museums in this instance to reject archives as a



temporary measure, but to do this, as the

archaeologist quoted has experienced, the museum

must first practice good standards of storage to

raise it above the unit.

Most encouragingly for the future treatment of

the archive, university museum courses are producing

graduates well versed in the requirements of

preventative conservation. Universities such as

Oxford and Bournemouth teach archaeology

undergraduates the scientific principles behind

laboratory conservation; if such courses included a

lecture on the practical aspect of correct storage

procedures, it would go a long way to creating a

better awareness amongst field archaeologists. In

Wales and the Welsh Marches, there is considerable

room for improvement on the treatment of the

archive; if this is also true of the whole of

England, then it is certainly time for change.
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE

1) Is your unit: independent
local authority
university
amateur
other? (please state)

2) What long term storage facilities (e.g. museum, warehouse) are available for
your excavation archives?

3) Do you liaise with the local museum service before excavation takes place?
(Yes/no)
If not, could you please give reasons?

4) What approximate percentage of your excavations are rescue excavations?

5) Do you have a specialist finds officer? (Yes/no)

6) Do you use preventative conservation techniques on the artefacts?
(Yes/no)

7) Are sufficient funds available to send material away for conservation?
(Yes/no)
If so, did the local museum service provide the conservator? (Yes/no)

8) Do you budget for a) preventative conservation
b) remedial conservation?
PLEASE TICK.

9) Whilst undertaking post-excavation analysis, where do you store artefacts?

What is the approximate length of time of such storage?

10) Do you discard material prior to storage in a museum/warehouse?
(Yes/no) ^

If so, does the eventual recipient provide disposal guidelines?
(Yes/no) Please specify.
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

11) Do you share a recording system for the archive with the museum/recipient?
(Yes/no)

12) Are you aware of the "Museums and Galleries Commission" list of museums
with approved storage facilities? (Yes/no)

13) Are you able to persuade developers to contribute funds towards conservation
and packaging of finds? (Yes/no)

14) Who, in the main, has legal title to excavated artefacts
a) the landowner
b) the archaeological unit
c) the developer
d) the museum
e) other (e.g. English Heritage)
Was this discussed prior to excavation? (Yes/no)

15) For how many years do you deposit excavation archives with a museum?

16) Do you advocate retention of a) the complete excavated archive
or b) a selection of representative material?

PLEASE TICK.

17) Do you have your own exhibition area? (Yes/no)

18) Do you tender for work outside your own area? (Yes/no)
If so, what criteria are used to select a museum for eventual storage and
display?

19) Approximately how many environmental samples do you take during each
excavation?

20) As an alternative to depositing whole archives with a museum, would you
consider a) reburying some artefacts on site

b) selling some items (e.g. small sherds) to visitors?
PLEASE TICK or state whether either already occurs.

21) Do you feel responsible for the archive after deposition with an approved
museum? (Yes/no)

22) Would you be willing to be interviewed? (Yes/no)
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please use this page if you wish to make any further comments.
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

1) Is your museum : local authority
independent
university
national
other (please state)
PLEASE TICK.

2) To what extent do archaeological artefacts make up part of your collections?
(Approximate percentage.)

3) What percentage of your archaeological collections is pre-1950?

4) What percentage of the whole is on display?

5) Do you have an active collecting policy for archaeological artefacts?
(yes/no)

6) Do you have a specialist archaeology officer?
If so, does the museum undertake excavations?

7) Do you have links with a) the local archaeology unit
b) local "antiquarian" societies
c) local users of metal detectors?
PLEASE TICK

8) How large is your storage capacity in terms of a) number of rooms _

b) cubic metres

9) Do these facilities enable you to store a) bulk objects
b) artefacts needing a controlled

environment?
PLEASE TICK

10) Do you use preventative conservation techniques on the material?
(Yes/no)

11) Have you ever had to refuse material due to lack of storage, or similar
problems? (Please state.)
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

12) Is material selected before accession? (Yes/no)
If so, does the responsibilty for this lie with the excavators, the museum or both
parties?

13) Is the material conserved prior to storage? (Yes/no)
If so, does it meet your own conservation standards? (Yes/no)

14) a) Are funds readily available to conserve this material once it is in the
museum? (Yes/no)

b) Similarly, are funds available to pay for storage? (Yes/no)
If so, please state the source (e.g. local authority or site developers)

15) Do you have a) a conservator on your staff
b) regular consultations with a conservator
c) little access to a conservator?
PLEASE TICK

16) Are you a museum approved by the "Museums and Galleries Commission" for
storage of excavation archives? (Yes/no)
If so, are the funds available (e.g. from English Heritage) sufficient to maintain
the collection "in perpetuity"? (Yes/no)

17) On average, for how many years are excavation archives deposited with you?

18) In the case of material from one excavation, who holds legal title to the artefacts
a) the excavating unit
b) the land owner of the excavated area
c) the developer of the excavated area
d) other (e.g. Cadw)?
Has this agreement been reached prior to excavation? (Yes/no)

19) Do you share a recording system with archaeological units concerning material
they place with you? (Yes/no)

20) Do you use archaeological material in outreach activities e.g. school packs?
(Yes/no)

21) Are you able to offer facilities for external researchers? (Yes/no)

22) Do you consider that space taken up by archaeological material in store could
be better utilised by other collections? (Yes/no)

23) Would you be willing to be interviewed? (Yes/no)
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ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS IN MUSEUMS.

PLEASE USE THIS PAGE FOR FURTHER COMMENTS.
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List of Museums Contacted by the Survey.

Abergavenny Museum,

The Castle,

Castle Street,

Abergavenny,

Gwent.

City Museum and Art Gallery,

Brunswick Road,

Gloucester,

Gloucestershire.

Ceredigion Museum,

Coliseum,

Terrace Road,

Aberystwyth,

Dyfed.

Hereford and Worcester County Museum,

Hartlebury Museum,

Nr. Kidderminster,

Hereford and Worcester.



Hereford City Museum and Art Gallery,

Broad Street,

Hereford.

Legionary Museum,

Caerleon,

Gwent.

Llandrindod Wells Museum,

Temple Street,

Llandrindod Wells,

Powys.

Museum of Welsh Antiquaries,

Ffordd Gwynedd,

Bangor,

Gwynedd.

National Museum of Wales,

Cathays Park,

Cardiff,

South Glamorgan.

Newport Museum and Art Gallery,

5, John Frost Square,

Newport,

Gwent.



Rowley's House Museum,

Barker Street,

Shrewsbury,

Shropshire.

Segontium Roman Fort Museum,

Beddgelert Road,

Caernarfon,

Gwynedd.

Swansea Museum,

Victoria Road,

Swansea,

South Glamorgan.

The Brecknock Museum,

Captains Walk,

Brecon,

Powys.

Viroconium Museum,

Wroxeter,

Shropshire.

Worcester City Museum and Art Gallery,

Foregate Street,

Worcester.



List of Archaeology Units

Contacted by the Survey.

City of Hereford Archaeology Unit,

Town Hall,

St. Owens Street,

Hereford.

Clwyd Archaeology Service,

Clwyd County Council,

Shire Hall,

Mold,

Clwyd.

Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust,

7a Church Street,

Welshpool,

Powys.

Dyfed Archaeological Trust Ltd.,

The Old Palace,

Abergwili,

Carmarthen,

Dyfed.



Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd.,

Ferryside Warehouse,

Bath Lane,

Swansea,

West Glamorgan.

Gloucester City Excavation Unit,

Barbican Road,

Gloucester.

Grosvenor Museum Excavations Section, Chester,

27, Grosvenor Street,

Chester.

Gwynedd Archaeological Trust Ltd.,

Ffordd y Coleg,

Bangor,

Gwynedd.

Hereford and Worcester County Archaeological

Service,

Tetbury Drive,

Warndon,

Worcester.



Monmouth Archaeological Society,

The City Wall,

St. James' Square,

Monmouth.

Shropshire County Archaeology Unit,

Salop County Council,

Shire Hall,

Abbey Foregate,

Shrewsbury.
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